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FOREWORD 
by Johanna Krawczynski, International Bureau of KFA-Jülich 
Within the Governmental Agreement on Cultural and 
Scientific Cooperation of 1969 between the Socialist 
Federative Republic of Yugoslavia and the Federal 
Republic of Germany, several Agreements were signed, 
among those the ones between YUZAMS and BMFT, the 
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology of FRG, 
as weIl as between YUZAMS and KFA-JÜlich. 
Originating from incentives we received during the 
OECD Meeting "Review of Science, Technology and 
Innovation Policies in Yugoslavia" in October 1987, 
a project was established between the Mihailo Pupin 
Institute in Belgrade and the Fraunhofer Institut für 
Systemtechnik und Innovationsforschung in Karlsruhe, 
from which resulted the idea of yearly seminars 
in the field of innovation research and consultancy, 
and management. 
The Yugoslav side proposed to establish a tradition 
to hold, in the autumn of each year, a workshop on 
specific aspects of problems related to these topics, 
and the first one was held in September 1988 in 
Plitvice, the place where also coming seminars are 
planned to take place. The next one, under the title 
"Technological Development in Yugoslavia" will be held 
in Plitvice, from 17th to 20th October 1989. 
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In the frame of German~Yugoslav bilateral cooperation, 
taking up a project like the one between Mihailo Pupin 
Institute and Fraunhofer Institute (which is going beyond 
the traditional scope of purely natural sciences projects), 
has been an interesting experiment. In view of the Yugoslav 
priorities in the field of furthering market strategies 
for the improvement of the economy and the aim to stress. the 
"European dimension" of non-alignment, project cooperation 
in this field is the need of the moment. 
If, in this stage, seminars help to first of all establish a 
realistic insight into the problems of Yugoslavia in the 
field of llmovation strategies and a realistic insight in what 
should and can be done, they will have already proved their 
use for the implementation of such strategies, which must follow 
now. 
In the present publication materials of lectures, which have 
beeu.held during the First Plitvice Seminar, have been 
collected. They are compiled with the aim of further 
disseminating their contents. The working papers of the 
authors have remained unchanged, the liability therefore remains 
with them. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE WORKSHOP AND 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
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by Fraunhofer Institut für Systemtechnik und Innovationsforschung, 
Kar 1 s ruh e 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Results of the Yugoslav-German Workshop on Innovation 
Consultancy Centers 
September 5 to 7, 1988, Plitvice 
1. Aim of the Workshop 
With regard to the discussion on the further development 
of Yugoslav industry, two questions play a major role: what 
concepts are required to set up innovation consultancy 
centers in Yugoslavia, and which organizations are able to 
set up and manage such centers on a regional basis effi-
ciently. There are, however, controversial positions on 
the organizational concepts, the working mechanisms and the 
achievable economic results of such centers, and experience 
in this respect is completely lacking in Yugoslavia. 
In the Federal Republic of Germany, a pluralistic system of 
technology transfer and innovation consultancy centers has 
developed over the last ten years. Essential elements of 
this system developed out of the services and institutions 
created by experimental programmes financially supported by 
the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology. 
The aim of this workshop was to present different types of 
regional innovation consultancy centers in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, to discuss the chances, problems and 
results associated with the work of these centers and to 
develop personal links between managers of German innovation 
consultancy centers and representatives from Yugoslav in-
stitutions and organizations which are considering or plan-
ning to start similar consultancy office. 
2. Substance of the Workshop (see doc. 1: programme) 
In his introduction to the workshop Prof. Matejic gave an 
out1ine of the present situation in Yugoslavia placing 
special emphasis on 
- technological level of industry 
- the sources of knowledge and know-how for technology 
transfer to established and newly founded firms, 
- the innovation infrastructure, 
- new approaches in innovation policy and 
- contributions of different kinds of institutions to the 
support of new policies. 
This overview was based on the MPI's project "Strategy of 
Technological Development of Yugoslavia up to the Beginning 
of the 21st Century" and led to the question of what could 
be learned from technology transfer agencies and innovation 
consultancy methods in other countries such as West Germany. 
The opening speech was given in Serbo-Croatian without 
translation. 
The German speakers presented the experiences 
- of a consultancy office of achamber of commerce, cooper-
ating closely with the university and a large-scale re-
search establishment, and which is also engaged in the 
management of an incubator unit, (Mr. Hüske from Aachen; 
doc. 3) 
- of an university industry liaison office, operating in 
an industrially less developed region, focussing on con-
tract research and consultancy, (Mr. Meeh from Kassel; 
doc.. 4) 
- of a regional organization of the rationalization board, 
working and cooperating closely with free-lance consul-
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tants and technical colleagues, (Mr. Fridrich from RKW 
8tuttgartj doc. 5) 
- of the BMFT's experimental scheme to promote new techno-
logy-based firms, which promotes innovation and manage-
ment consultancy services provided by regional innovation 
consultancy centers and commercial consultants (Mr. Mayer 
from 181, Karlsruhej doc.6). 
The German managers and experts presented 
- an overview on the major activities of their organiza-
tion, 
- the problems associated with starting new innovation 
services, 
the needs of their clients and the range of services they 
render, 
cooperation and problems in and between technology trans-
fer offices. 
In addition to these case reports, an overview was presented 
on 
the major conceptual approaches in innovation consultancy 
that had been developed during different stages of public-
ly financed research and development (R&D) and on the 
basis of procedures of semi-public business counselling 
services 
a functional typology of institutions and their services, 
such as 
o contact points set up within trusted institutions to 
provide initial guidancej 
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o advisory units with adequate diagnostic expertise to 
liaise with expert consultants and supervise the inno-
vation process; 
o consultancy centres with teams of advisers who are 
capable of differentiated problem diagnosis, providing 
personal advisory services on specific technological 
problems and establishing links with qualified 
consultants; 
o technology centres which work primarily on the develop-
ment of new technology and employ specialists over the 
entire range from initial to in-depth consultancy and 
o information brokers who organize database searches on 
the basis of a description of the technological problem 
and evaluate the results obtained. 
- on different models in the operational procedures and 
methods of innovation consultants, 
- cooperation and conflict patterns between consultancy 
centers, counsellers, commercial consultants, client 
companies and specialists at research institutes, and 
- the role of federal and Länder funding for the establish-
ment and current operations of consultancy centers (Mr. 
Bräunling from 1S1, Karlsruhe; doc. 7). 
The presentations were in English; in addition, an 
English/Serbo-Croatian consecutive translation was provided. 
3. Results of the Discussions at the Workshop 
The Yugoslav participants were representatives from Chambers 
of the Economy, from Committees for Science and Technology, 
from Councils of Self-Management Communities for 1nterest 
on Science, from companies and from research institutes 
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(see document 2). They focussed the discussion on the 
following questions: 
the role of university researchers in the transfer of 
technology, 
- "active" or "passive" acquisition of clients, 
- federal and state financial support for consultancy of-
fices and consultancy services, 
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- prices and quality control of competition between consul-
tancy services, 
the relationship between management conultancy services 
and innovation consultancy services. 
The general impression was that some of the Yugoslav parti-
cipants had only little experiences and unrealistic expec-
tations concerning innovation consultancy centers, and that 
they had underestimated the resources needed to establish 
and run such a center. The discussions at the workshop 
showed them that the successful management of innovation 
consultancy centers of the type presented requires a devel-
oped industrial structure, qualified personnel and financial 
resources. It would seem that these requirements are cur-
rently not generally available in any Yugoslavian region. 
4. Follow-up Actions 
The Yugoslav-German workshop stimulated Yugoslav initiatives 
and the need for both additional and more concrete informa-
tion. Amongst the participating institutions and organiza-
tions, it provided a sound basis for the discussion regard-
ing needs, concepts and initiatives for regional innovation 
consultancy centers in Yugoslavia. 
- Several Yugoslav participants requested reports, addres-
ses, and further information documents on German innova-
tion consultancy centers. This information will be provi-
ded by the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems and Innova-
tion Research. 
- A Yugoslav delegation will visit selected innovation 
consultancy centers in the Federal Republic of Germany. 
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- Yugoslav internal workshops will follow, e.g. in Maribor. 
- Two Republics are considering regional workshops to dis-
cuss their strategy and may even ask for a presentation 
on the experiences made in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. 
- Professor Matejic will visit the Fraunhofer Institute for 
Systems and Innovation Research in Karlsruhe as a guest 
researcher late in 1988 and early in 1989. 
Doc. 1 
PROGRAMME OF THE WORKSHOP 
-------.---.--_ ............ ---------
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CEHTAit ZA ISTIlAlIVAJUE IlAZVOJA MAUltE I TEJtNOU)(;UE 
INSTITUT MIHAlLO PUPIN, BEOCRAD 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOCY POUCY IlESEARCH CENTIlE 
MIHAJLO PUPIN INSTITUTE, BELCRADE 
SEMINAR 
INOVACIONI CENTRI - NACIONALI#I 
TEHNOLO$KA INFRASTRUKTURA 
PLAN aADA 
18,00 - 21,00 Regjstrlcl~ uteinikA 
1,00 - 9,00 Regiltraci .. utesnik .. 
9,00 - 9,05 Pr~Jtlvnik Siveznog 
komileLA ,. Muku I 
lehnologlju 
9,05 " 10 Pre-du.avnik Privredne komore 
Jugcnl4lv1 ta 
9.10 - 9,15 PredU.'vn,k S.vet. 512-ov. 
I. fWutnr nd Jugoslivi;e 
9.15 - 9,10 Predsll .... nik Republltkog 
komltetJI ,. ,Mno •• , tehnolo-
giju I mforlUtiku SR Hrvluke 
9,20 9,2!1 Inform.ac.i •• 0 programu 
n.linu rad.t 
9,2S - 10,00 VLASTIMIR MATEJle: 
lno ...... c:.onl; infnilrukturli 
Jugosl'vIJ1= 
10, 00 10, 15 P. u I • 
10,1S 12,00 KLAUSMEEH: 
"kulh'. Uredl 11 transfer 
tehnologlje tu unlverzitelu 
12 ,00 - 12, 15 P I U I I 
12,15 - 13,IS Pltanjl, odgovorl I diskusijo 
13,1S - 17,00 R..tJok I _r 
17,00 - II,.S ALBRECHT FRIDRICH: 
IlkuslYa reglonalne IIgendje 
I1 kDnlultovanje mlJlh nrmi 
18,.S - 19,00 PI u • I 
19,00 - 19,.S Pltan)I, odgovorl I dlskusl)1 
19,.S - veterl 
SEMINAR 
INNOVATION CENTRES - NATIONAL 
TECHNOLOCICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
TIME TABLE 
~'.I-
18,00 - 11,00 ReglstrlUon 
',00 - 9,00 ReglstrlUon 
9,00 - 9,OS Representltive or lhe 
Federll Commlltee for Selenee 
Ind Technology 
9,05 - ',10 Repreoenlilive or lhe Yugosllv 
Chamber of Commerce 
',10 - 9,IS Repre.enlilive or Ihe FedereI 
Counsil of Seit-management 
Communities (or Interest In Scienee 
9,15 - 9,10 Repr .. enUlive or Ihe Republlc 
Commiltee ror Seieneo, Technology 
Ind Informallon or SR of Crolll 
9,20 - 9,25 Inforrnl:tion .baut seminar 
programme 
9,2S - 10,00 VLASTIMIR MATEJlt: 
The Yugosllv Innov.lion 
Infrlstructure 
10,OO-IO,IS Brelk 
10,IS - 11,00 KLAUS MEEH: 
The Experienco of I Univerilly 
B .. ed Technology Transfer Office 
12,00 - 11, 15 8, •• k 
12.15 - 13,15 Questions, Inlwer •• dn dla.culilon 
13,IS - 17,00 Lunch 
17,00 - 18,H ALB RECHT FRIDRICH: 
The Experlenee or I Regional 5lnl1l 
BUline .. Couns.llng Ageney 
18,_S - \9,00 B, •• k 
19,00 - \9,.S QuesUons, Ins •• r. Ind dlacullion 
19, _5 - Suppe, 
',00 - 10,U VOLKER HEPPLE: 
I.kuslvi regionli ... prlvredne 
komore 
10,'S - 11,00 PI U • I 
11,00 - 12,00 Pltanjl, odg<Mri I dl.kulljl 
12,00 - 13,30 Obll .. lk Plltvlfklh je.ero 
13,30 - 17,00 Rufok lodmor 
17,00 - n,u MICHAEL MAYER: 
I novlclonl .ervl. ZI nove, Ra 
lehnologljl ... novlne ßrme 
n,n - 19,00 P. u • I 
U,OO - 19, 'S Pltanjl, odgovorl I di.kusljl 
1', 'S - veeer. 
7 .... 1_. 
9,00 - 10,'S CERHARD BRÄUNLINC: 
Sis'em inovacionog konsaltlngl 
u SR Nemoekoj 
10,U - 11.00 P. u • I 
11,00 - 11, 'S Pilanjl, odgovorl I diskusljl 
11, 'S - 13,IS Slop!lavanje jugoslovensklh 
iskusta"'l po Jel)1 uf:esnika 
13,IS - 17,00 RuClk i odmor 
17-,00 - 11, '5 LABROS (;ATZIS: 
Crt; ka iskultVI 
18,'S - 19,00 PI u • I 
19,00 - 20,00 Pillnjl, odgovorl I dl.ku.ijl 
20,00 - veeeri 
',30 - 10,00 Slopltlvlnje namorl uCesnlkl 
u vezi o .. niv.ol' lnovlcionlh 
cen'lr. u SF RJ 
10,00 - 10,15 P I u • I 
10,IS - 12,00 - Pllnirlnje Ikeljl I pomotl 
na Dsnlvlnju lnovacionlh 
centar. u SFRJ 
- Sludijlkl posetl 
SR NelNlCkol 
- 011110 
12,IS - U,OO Sllllnk Rldne grupe .. 
nouCnu .. rldnju .. OECD 
t,OO - 10, U VOLK ER HEPPLE: 
The Experlenees of I Reglonll 
ChI",ber of Commeree Ind Indu.lry 
10, n - 11,00 B r e • k 
11,00 - 12,00 Queslionl, Inlwer. Ind dilcullion 
12,00 - 13.30 Slghl.eelng of lhe Plllviee lekel 
13,30 - 17,00 Lunch 
17,00 - II,'S MICHAEL MAYER: 
Innov.tlon Services tor Young 
Technology Blled Flrml 
1I,'S-19,OO Bre.k 
19,00 - 19,45 Queslions, Inswers Ind dllcussion 
!~ .. ,*"'_ 7, 1_ 
9,00 - 10,'S CERHARD BRÄUNLlNC: 
The Syslem of Innovalion 
Consultancy in FR of Germany 
10, 'S - 11,00 B r e I k 
11,00 - 11, "5 Ques.tions. Inswers .nd disculsion 
11, 'S - 13,IS Reporling of Yugo.llv 
experaente .. 
13,IS-17,OO Lunch 
17,00 - II,'S L"eRO~ C.ATZIS: 
Creek experienct:1 
1I,'S - U,OO B r e I k 
19,00 - 20,00 OlJelltOns •• nswers .nd diJocuulon 
20,00 - Supper 
.,30 - 10,00 Report. by ponible founders 01 
Innov.tiDn Cenler, in YugDsllivil 
10,00 - 10, n B r e • k 
10,IS - 12,00 - Pllnning lhe letion •• nd help 
'or founding the Innovation 
Cenlers In Yugo111V11 
- Study million 10 the Feder •• 
Ropulie of Cer .... ny 
- Olhor roilled _lIorl 
12.15 - n,oo Meeting of lhe Worklng group for 
seienUßc cooper.Uon .,lth OE CD 
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VAlNIJE INFOIlIIACIJE 
t. Ule .. niel dobiJBJU skntene .akstove 
predaVIInJiS. 
2. Utc!linici Z.lnl~rer.ov .. ", u obilalak Plirvi~klh 
ieJer. trebä dll se pnJlve druy.nci Du',ci 
Sem~ntt=nku du ulorkil ~. 9. d<J 9 üsova. 
3. Utes.nici , .. intcre:,o""nI I. or9lnll0",lni prevol 
IIII'OIlTANT INFc.MATION 
I. Participont •• 111 obt.ln lhorl.Md v.rolonl 0' 
lecture tell tI. 
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2. Pertlcipanll Interested In the Iightieeing tour of 
the Plitvice ukes lhould I"form Mrl. Du'lu 
Sement.enko not later than TU.Ict.y, Septemblir 5, 
up to 9 •. m. 
f\A relac:iji Plitvlc.e· Z.greb u telvrtlk '.9. 3. Parriclpanll .Ishing to Ule organlzed tranlport.tlon 
trom Plllvice 10 Z.greb on Thurlday. Soptembor '. 
should Inform Mrl. D.Semene.nko nol "t.r IMn 
September 1. up to. p.m • 
treba d. te pnj • ."e drugAricJ Dujicl Semen-
lenko do 7.9. da 20 lewv •• 
•. Poziviliu se ut.ctonici da predlote dopune I 
InovilciJe programa radi .. emiN' •• •• ParUcipants .re Invited to luggelt additions and 
ftnviItions to Seminar Programme. 
5. UtesnicirM se s.tavlj1lu IW uvid relultilti 
nautnoilotrallvatkog prOjektil ·Slrillegijil teh- 5. 
noloikog riUVO,iJ Jugo51.vije do potetka XXI 
veka". (Obrallti ~e druganci O.Sement.enko) 
Participants will have the opportunlty Into the re-
sults of research project "The Siralegy of ·Yugo-
slavia's Technological Development up ta the Begln-
ning of the 21st Century". 
6. 2. 5ve mformacijt' mulete Ie obrallti: 
PnHJram:.k.om Sot!krt:':tan.l SIot:'millilra Mr 0Jun 
Kutl.tl tel. Olt I7H-'S2 
OrYilnilddouUßI sekrclaru lemmar .. Oul,ici 
S~m~ntt=f)ko lei. 011,172- 0'2 
hulilur Mltl.dJlu fo'uPIll. Beogred. Volgina 15 
telex - 1158 .. yu unp bg 
1.:lef"lI 011/1111,- bJII 
Hotel .. Jt=:.l:ero" 
NaClonalni park Phlvlce 
.1182JI Plilvke 
t~1. MB 'lb- ]!O. lb SH. lb-S" 
telex - 23817 yu plllviLl~ 
teltd.a .. U.li8.1b-llU 
1. Proyrdln rilda ~t:mJncHa podleJe eventualnim 
i,mt:ndmiS. 
~n.iUtDr ae.ina.ra: 
CENTAR ZA ISTRA2IVA"JE RAZVOJA NAUKE 
I TEHNOLOGIJE 
INSTITUT MIHAJLO PUPIN. Beogr.d 
PaUvwlteij ......... : 
SAVEZNI KOMITET ZA NAUKU I TEHNOLOGIJU 
:;p..-i: 
6. Far any further rntormatlon pluse contect: 
Program .eeretary Mr Djuro KuUae. lel'oll 177'-'52 
Organizing .ecretary Mrl.Du'la Sement.enka 
t~1. 011/7"-'52 
Mlhajlo Pupin Institute. Belgrade. Volglna 15 
telex - 1158. yu Imp bg 
telefax 011/7,.-61. 
Hotel • Jeze:ro· 
Nation~1 Park Pillvice 
'8231 Plitvice 
tel. 0'8.76-314. 76-524. 76-544 
telex - 23811 yu plltvice 
telefax 0'8/76-310 
1. St:mmar Programme Is subject to .lIght rnodlficatlanl. 
~-by: 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 
RESEARCH CENTER 
MIHAJLO PUPtN INSTITUTE. Belgrode 
~ _ .-.nMo GI: 
FEOERAL COMMITTEE FOR SCIENCE 
"ND TECHNOLOGY 
5pao_wd by: 
Mimstar,tvo .l:a l.traflvinJ~ i tehnologlju SR N~mafke. Minislry tor research .nd technology 0' FRe, 
OEeD - TEeO OECD - TECO 
RaA...vodIIM: ___ : 
-.- ct.I..-.: 
Prof .dr VJaulmir M.tejit Prof.dr VI.sUmlr MateJlt 
Prog~ ____ r .-.-., 
Mr Ojuro KUlilifa 
I'l-agr.-~: 
Mr DJuro KuUae. 
OrganIudanI ___ .-.-..: 
Dullc. SemenCenko 
0rg0nWng .....-y: 
Mn. Dullca S ..... ne.nko 

IM'::: I TnEZn:L 
l. Bogdan :::tani': 
~. Gordana Rasulic 
Il'l~TI'.!.'UC.IU/TEL. 
folcr:jinski kom. za 
nauku i info~.Vojv. 
" 
ADHESA 
l~ovi ;,Hd, l:lu1e'ITI' 
l'1arsala ':'ita H': 
Doc. 2 
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THE CORE OF INNOVATION CENTER NETWORK IN YUGOSLAVIA 
1. Definition 
Innovation centers are, in their basic purpose and function, 
u.r.-':]Cl.IIL;:;CI. L.LUHI; Lhn L 111d11' l1l Id" Lnul..i..,ld.H':j V""J..:t ctl...;e.;; L .;;on1.oc;t", 
between those posse6sing technologies (in any form) and 
those requiring the technologies (for their present or 
future needs). By performing this function, the innovation 
centers stimulate the occurence of the needs for new tech-
nological solutions and the craation of ideas for utilizing 
the available technologieS; support the communication be-
tween any actual or potential creator of technologies or 
supporter of technological innovation, on one hand, and all 
those that take part in the appliaation of technologies 
innovation (manufacturing firms, banks, chambers of indus-
try, public services, eta.). 
2. Alternative types of innovation centers 
What i6 meant by the term innovation center is alarger 
number of alte:r.-native ways of performing the functions and 
serving the purposes stated in the above given definition. 
We describe here the parameters of three types of innovation 
centers fram which it is possible to derive, through an 
appropriate combination and elaboration, such a physiognomy 
of an innovation center as an innovation center as is fully 
adapted to the conditions, needs and ambitions of each 
actual environment - region in Yugoslavia. 
- 15-
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Type 11 Liaison unit 
Basic Goall 
USerS: 
Scope of workl 
Typical method 
of work: 
To link efficiently those having the 
technologies or the capabilities to create 
them with those requiring new or improved 
technological solutions. 
1. Small- and medium-sized enterprises 
(with up to 1,000 employees) and other 
potential technology users. 
2. All those possessing the technologies 
and knowledge required for rapid gener-
ation of technological solutions, 
primarily: larger enterprises, R&D 
units within enterprises, R&D insti-
tutes, laborateries at universities, 
high schools or vocational schools, 
irulovators, etc. 
1. Creation and updating of data bases on 
all potential users (those requiring 
and these possessing the technologies). 
2. Animation and promotion of the oc-
curence and growth of technology de-
mand. 
3. Animation of technology supply. 
4. Initiation of contacts between techno-
logy demCll1cl Clnd tochnology l:Iup}?ly 
supporters. 
5. Identification of barriers on the 
deve10pment and application of techno-
logies. 
1. Personal contacts with organizations 
and individuals, invitations and visits 
staffl 
Premises and 
equipment: 
FundingI 
to those requiring new technological 
sOlutions and those who can offer them. 
2. Dissemination of written information 
(e.g. trom technology data banks, 
newspapers, journals, personal notas, 
etc.) . 
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One technically educated and competent 
person, communicative, familiar with 
technological problems of the economy of 
the relevant region, interested in achiev-
ing personal promotion through this type 
of work rather than through personal 
engineering efforte. 
An office, a telephone, data files on 
organi:>:ations and individuals - potential 
clients, library with manuals and adver-
tising material on technologies, selected 
articles from a few journals, etc. 
In the first three years, the founder 
covers 100 % cost; in the next three years 
40 % of the cost is covered by users; 
later 60 % is covered by users, and 40 % 
by founders. 
The most appro-
priate institu-
tional solution: The founders of this unit should be, 
primarily: 
a) a regional chamber of industry, 
b) a regional community for research (if 
it exists)I 
c) a regional government or a particular 
community government. 
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In most casss, the relevant chambsr of 
indus1"ry should provide, because it is in 
a potJitl.on to, the premises and the staff 
member. Most often thElse Ghalld:;>ers already 
have at least one person \-1ho could perform 
this job properly. 
Type 21 Coneultancy~Liaiaon Unit 
Basic Goal: 
User: 
Scope of work: 
Ta pravide advisory assistance and to link 
eff1ciently those requiring the technolo-
giss with thoss capable of meeting these 
requirements. 
1. Small and medium-sized enterprises 
(with up to 1,000 employees) and other 
potential technology consumers. 
2. All those possessing the technologies 
and knowledge required for rapid gener-
ation of technological solutions, 
prirnarily: larger enterprises, R&D 
units within enterprises, R&D insti-
tutes, laboratories at universities, 
high schools or vocational schools, 
innovators, etc. 
3. Larger enterprises without organized 
in-house R&O as weIl as other larger 
tachnology requiring organizations. 
1. Free-of-charge consultancy service in 
the field of technolagies, organization 
and marketing intended only to identify 
the needs for the development and 
application of new technologieal, 
organizational and marketing solutions 
and to provide a reliable information 
2. 
'1'ypical method 
of work: 
and advice on how and where so identi-
fied needs can be satisfied. 
~aying regular (at least onee a year ) 
visite to alL manufacturing organizations 
in the relevant region in order to provide 
information to enterprises about the 
possibilities for solving efficiently 
their technologieal, organizational and 
marketing problems. 
3. creating and updating of data bases on 
all potential users (those requiring 
and those possessing the technologies). 
4. Animation and promotion of the occur-
rence and growth cf technology demand. 
5. Animation of technology supply. 
6. Initiation of contacts between techno-
logy demand and technology supply 
suppo:t'ters. 
7. Identification of barriers on the 
development and application of techno--
10gie8. 
1. provision of basic consultancy services 
in the domain of the initial basic 
diagnosis of technologieal, organiza-
tional and marketing problems. 
2. Finding the organizations and indivi-
duals capable of ßolving successfully 
the identified problems of enterpriseß 
and eßt~blishing the links between 
such organizations and individuals and 
the ent.erp:dses. 
3. J: .Ln.d.lH'::j 6ul Lo..l:.rle .fl..üo.:nc: iQ.~ aJ:l."o.ngement:J 
for the enterprises/users of consultan-
0r oory~ooo, oopooia11y fo~ uD~ng 
various social funds and otharwise 
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Statft 
Premises and 
equipment: 
integrated resources (self~management 
communities, export stimulation, etc.). 
4. Personal contacts with organizations 
and individuals, invitations and visits 
of those requiring new technologies and 
to those who can offer them. 
5. Dessemination of written information 
(9.g. from technology data banks, 
newspapers, journals, personal notes, 
etc.) . 
1. One technically educated and competent 
person, communicative, familiar with 
technological problems of the economy 
of the relevant region, interested in 
achieving personal promotion through 
this type of work rather than through 
personal engineering efiort::>. 
2. Two to three professionals competent 
for consultancy diagnostics engaged 
either directly on part (113) time 
basis or through their parent organi-
zations. These individuals pay visits, 
either in a fixed sequence or upon ad 
hoc reguests, to the enterprises in 
order to identify their problems and 
suggest the engagement of those posses-
aing the technological and other kno\'/-
ledge required for solving the prob-
19m!!. 
An office, a telephone, data files on 
organizatione and individuals - potential 
clients, library with manuals and adver-
tizing material on technologies, selected 
articles from a few journals, etc, 
- 20 -
Funding: 
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In the first t\'10 years, the founders cover 
100 % cost; later 40 % of the cost i8 
covered by the founders and tha ren1aining 
portion from the prices of services to be 
charged to users. 
The most appro-
priate institu-
tional solution: The founders of this unit should be pri-
marily: 
a) a regional charnber of industry, 
b) a regional community for research (ii 
it exists), 
c} a regional governrnent or a particular 
comrnunity government. 
In most cases, the relevant chamber of 
industry should provide, because it i6 in 
a position to, the premises and the staff 
members. Most orten these chambers already 
have at least one person who could perform 
this job properly. 
~ '.1'his uni t must not turn into an 
autonomOUB conBultancy unit. 
Type 3: Consultancy-Incubation Center 
Basic Goal: 
Users! 
To provide efficient information, consul-
tancy and other asaistance to the initia-
tors of ideas for developing the produ~­
tion (material, service I intellectual) 
based on new competitive technologies. 
1. All those interested in capital invest-
ment into the development and exploi-
tation of new technologies. 
2. All those having clear and promising 
ideas for the developrnent of a new 
~echnological solution. 
Scope of workl 
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3. All those interested in the development 
of production based on the transfer of 
available technologies - regardless of 
their origin. 
1. Provision of infornllition services (on 
the interest shown by a social-politi~ 
cal community/ on the barriers and 
favourable conditions/ on all the 
necessary conditions and documentation t 
etc.) on market and production opportu-
nities to all these interested in 
investment. 
2. Making the measuring r processing/ 
experimental and other development 
equipment available tc the individuals 
having a clear and prornising idea for 
developing a new technology. 
3. Providing information services, advice l 
consultancy and eimilar support to 
those having innovative ideas. 
4. Establishing centacts among individuals 
and erganizations interested in the 
development cf new production in order 
to 
a) provide (bY development or transfer) 
a ne\Ol and competent technological 
solution, 
b) research the market/ 
c) acquire the necessary investment 
resources / 
d) make contacts with future suppliers 
and buyers/ 
e) settle all legal mattere related to 
founding new production, etc. 
This incubation function of the Center 
is of particular importance, because a 
'l'ypical method 
of work: 
StaU I 
Premises and 
equipment: 
new efficient producer can be obtained 
only when this function has been per-
formed successfully. 
1. The Center establishes links among 
interested parties, provides advisory 
assistance and helps in overcoming the 
barriers. 
2. Through its work the Center ensures 
mutual support among the users of its 
services in that a considerable portion 
of the risk associated witb the devel-
opment of technologies made pOßsible 
by the Center is shared among the 
sucoessful userS of its services. 
1. Manager of the center (full-time en-
gagement) 
2. 11. technician or a highly skilled worker 
to maintain the equipment, devices and 
workroom (full-time en9agement). 
3, Administrator - librarian of the Center 
(full-time engagement). 
4. Consultants (one-third time basis or 
ad hoc engagements). 
1. Two to three smaller workrooms OCCUpi9d 
over a certain period by those having 
innovative ideas to permit them to 
study, carry out experiments, process 
the results of experiments, etc. 
2. One office used as the Manager's work-
room as well as for negotilitions and 
agreements by those interested in 
investment and development of produc-
tion opportunities. 
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Funding: 
'].'he most sui table 
institutional 
solution: 
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3. A reading room. 
4. Smaller processing machines, measuring 
instruments, various devices required 
for making prototypes and their compo-
nents, installations with the basic 
energy supply etc. that are made avail-
able to the innovators to perform 
technical tests in realizing their 
innovative idtlas. 
In the first year, 100 % cost of the 
Center'$ work i8 covered by founder8. The 
equipment is provided, as a rule, as a 
gift by the organizations that do not 
need it any longer. After the first year, 
the successful ventures (development of 
new technological sOlutions, founding of 
new organizations, transfer and exploita-
tion of technologies, etc.) take ovar a 
growing share in funding the work of the 
Center: 15 % in the second year, 25 % in 
the third, 45 % in the fourth year, and 
later 100 % of the total cost. 
Association of communities, a region, a 
neighbouring region and their associated 
chambers of industry are the founders of 
the Center which i8 an autonomous organi-
zation responsible for implementing the 
policy and goals for which it has been 
founded. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF THE SEMINAR 
The participants agreed that the Seminar was a success and 
reached the following conclusions: 
a) The network of Innovation Centers in Yugoslavia should 
be developed and an initiative should be given to find 
the best ways for developing tlle network. Evaluation of 
the current state should be performed and a feasibility 
study made by the end of tlle year. 
b) proposal for the development of Innovation infrastruc~ 
tu re in Yugoslavia should be subrnitted to the Federal 
Executive Council, the Chamber of Economy of Yugoslavia, 
and the Fund for Crediting the economically insuffi-
ciently developed republics and autonomous province of 
Kosovo. 
c) International cooperation in this field should be dev 
oped and the most suitable financial possibilities .. 
the transfer of knowledge etc. sllould be utilized. 
d) For the purpose cf preparing and supporting the initia-
tive as weil as coordinating and evaluating ideas, 
coordination board for the implementation of Innovation 
Centers Network in Yugoslavia was formed by eight mem-
bers from Yugoslavia. 
STATE-OF-THE-ART IN INNOVATION INFRASTRUCTURE 
1. In some regions and places there exist about the Inno-
vation Centers in embryo or in a somewhat more developed 
form. All those centers are not linked or associated in 
any way and know absolutely nothing about each other's 
work. 
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2. 'l'he existing centers lack both soeial assistance, stimu-
lation and guidance and aoeial funds. This gives risa 
to a great discrapancy between the needs for them, which 
are gre<l.t, and the conditions för their work, which 
a:r::a minimum. 
What should be done 
1. TO familiarize all important agents involved in the 
technological developnlent of Yugosl<l.via wi th the reeul ts 
of the research project "The Strategy of Technological 
Development of Yugoslavia by the Beginning of the 21st 
century", which contains the fundamentals of the devel-
opment of technology infrastructure, as weIl as many 
other fundamentals and elements of the strategy of 
technological davelopment. 
2. With the majority of the mentioned agents, it ip neees-
sary to provide at least one professional who will study 
and monitor the development of innovation infrastructure 
and the field of tachnology development in general and 
vlil1 serve as an information point for communication 
among the subjects and will give information to ol.'gani-
zations and individuals for tha purpose of faster reali-
zation of innovation initiatives. This i8 especially 
necessary in the per iod preceding a more serious d~vel­
opment of Innovation Centers and other elements of 
innovation infrastructure, that will take over this 
informative roie. 
3. Although the fundamentals of technology infrastructure 
are dealt with in the mentionad "strategy of Teehnologi-
cal Development of Yugoslavia by the Beginning of the 
21st Century", they do not suffiee for taking actual 
steps concerning the realization of the infrastructure. 
To avoid arrors, and especially to avoid discrediting 
the main ideas of innovation infrastructurs, it is 
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necessary to realize the project "Conditions and Pos si-
bilities for Realizing the Initial Stage of Forming 
Innovation Centers Network in SFRY in 1989-1991 Period". 
4. The Innovation Seminar should ba held each year as a 
part of scientific cooperation with Federal Republic of 
Gen1Jany. 
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•••• _ ••• _-_._ •• __ ._.--....... ,-=:::-:-:--~:....I.<-IIw.....:z:.~ "I 
..... -----"T"--..Y. ... "1 •• 
: P«Ilr.l~ • t~lse i .. 
===AG/T 
~ 
Instlrullons of Researctll 
Deytl~nt iWld -AcJvlce In the 
[cooom1C Region ., AaChtn 
e<llle<I bY Ihe 
tll<W>er .1 IIlOII.try an<! C4an<0ree 
01 AaCh,n 
ResearCh ftanuaJ I.;§j AGIT 
Tne Ola/Ur of IIIOJ.try ano Cocmerce of Aadltn IIn the 
(oIlO_log c.alled cf\a'It)er' .. representeo D~ IU pre5locnt, 
Dr. HelnZ NI..,gre, ano In _10; dlretlOr, Dr. OItO 
fs~lI.r -
tIle fa<MXtlscllul. Aachen IIn tne foll .. ln; ulle<l tecIvllul 
"'11_1 - r.pr.sente<l bv lt, CIIanC.llor. Prof. Dr.-IIIII. 
1101_ StrOhI -
I 1 
"'" PArtner to tIIe contrXI enlle .... lf to ;Iye tllelr ....... rt -
wltnln the ~d. 01 POSSlbliltV - 10 tne consolldatlon 
ano slren;tne.lIn; 01 tne ~lentlflc-IeChnolo;l"'l r .... rcn 
CiP.CIIY In toe region ano to prOCllre research ancI ae.el_t 
contracts. 
Re.earcn e .... rorlon. bet .. en .. U .. rsIlY Institute. lOld 
enlerprl.es 01 the Prlv.te sector shall be .... uSler 
an tne unnlllOer.d lorvatl.., 0' proJetl-ttiWS _ ooSSlblt. 
The •• chang. 01 toe oer.onnel an<! Job. of tne research 
end clevelo~nt St." IS 'lII'Od '1 .,d an I.,rove<l ucnan;e 
0' .... rlenee bet..." the res •• ren selentlsts 01 tne ,.11-
verSlIY IOd 111. 1Ie..,loPßl!nt sta'l 0' tne enterorlse. IS 
ISPlre<l to. 
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Tne Cliarroer of InOUSHY anO Comerce of Aacnen (In lne 
follo"lno calleo cI1aJDer, .. re.oresentea bv IlS DreSIOent~ 
Dr. Helnz llalangre, ancI IIS _agln; alretlor. Dr. 01 tO 
Esth ... lI.r -
.na 
tne .:ernforschunljlSM1laljle Jullen GrItlH (In the (ol~owlng 
ealle<! nucJear researth plil1[) .. represemea Dr IlS ooarO 
of cU rec ton ... 
conelude tne '011 .. 10; co __ ratlon contraCI: 
Tne CllaaDer 01 Indu,m anti Co...,rc. 0' Aacn,n Iln th. 
lollooln; called CIIaIID.r) - repr ••• nl.a bv Its pr.'loent. 
Dr. Helnz Jl.alanljlre. ana Its aanaQlng Glrettor~ Dr. ono 
E.Ch .. lI.r -
tne RnelnlSth Westlall$Clle Technische Kocnstnule Aacnen 
IIn tn. 'ollooln; C'lIed unl..,rsItyl - repres.nte<l bv 
In Chancellor. Prof. Dr. 6. UrDön -
conclucle tne 'ollooln; co __ ratlon conlraCl: 
I 1 
llle p.rtner 10 Ine contrxt enCleaYOlJr 10 ;I.e thelr ""oort -
olll1ln tI>e bounes 0' oo.UDlilty - 10 the consoildation 
and strengthenln; 01 lhe selenuftc-tecnnolO;IC.1 res •• ren 
CiQaCltv In tne region ~ to procure re5earch ancl aeyelODII1!f1( 
contracu. 
Rese.rcn c .... r.u.., bet...., unlversllY InstituteS and 
enterPrlses of Ule Prlate seeror sIlaH be lIiIOe eaSler 
anti tne ..."Inaered foroatlon 01 proJett-teans ""oe pos"ble. 
"'" exChan9< 0' tne oersonnel and Job. 0' the r .... rcn 
and c!eyeloonent sUII lS lined at anti an IlIProved exchan9< 
of exoerlenee beI"'" the res •• rcn sclentlSIS of tne unI-
verslt~ lila the develOllRent sutt of tne enterpnses 15 
.sPlre<l to. 
5 2 
In orller to flll Ine lechnOlogle.1 \liP In tne aOll'O't1c 
economt. researCh results of the urllversltv shall be ela-
bor.ted to I.ellll.,e tnelr _lIcaollllles. For an approPrI". 
conSIOtratIon il1d as llcenSable tecnnologles theSes researcn 
resuJts shall In partlcular be PUt at the CllspOsal of 
SlrCIll anG lleClIUIII-snee enterprlSes ot tne region. The 
problems ano oeveloorrent 'Plans ot (ne re910nal ecooollft 
~II In an aPprooriale form be Inclu~il In tne SCltnl\t I' 
res.earen and GevelODft;a of tlle urllvenlt)' Institutes. 
The contractors asp.re tO support U\e wlllJMneSS to coo~eratt 
InleralsclPllnarv and to rewce tho Ipran<t ., eacn 
Curriculum Vitae 
Christoph M. Hüske 
Dipl.-Ing. 
Innovation Adviser 
Member of the ManagEl{1lent of the Aachen Chamber of 
Industry and Commerce 
Theaterstraße 6-8 Phone: 0241/438-271 
D-5100 Aachen, West Germany Fax 0241/438259 
Date of birth: 1951 
1969 - graduation from high school 
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1974 - Degree at the Technical University of 
Aac hen (RWTH) 
1974/75 - working in industry 
1976-82 - assistant lecturer at the Technical 
University of Aachen (RWTH) 
1982-84 - working in industry 
since 
1984 
- innovation adviser at the Aachen 
Chamber of Industry and Commerce 
I Lbc. 4 
The !x~eriencel of a UniverBity Baled Technoloqy TranBfer 
Q~!~~! -------------------------------------------------~-~-
Klaus Meeh 
German Universities 
Relationship and diftarences from other institutions of 
the research and teachinq system 
Fiqures 
Faculties 
University Kassel 
The region 
Faculties 
Special institutions 
The Technology Transfer Office 
Persona 
Typical Projects 
Clients 
Active acquisition 
Costs and who pays for them 
Typical Projects for Mediumsized Industry 
Kind of firma 
Examples 
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THE UNIVERSITY SET-UP IN WEST GERMANY CAN BE DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
o ACADEMIC HIGHER EDUCATION: UNIVERSITIES AHD TECHN1CAL 
UNIVERSITIES (ALL DISCIPLINES), TEACHER TRAINING 
{OLLfGES/EDUCATrONAL-SCIENCE COLLE6ES (TRAINING FOR 
SCHOOL TEACHERS), THE POLYTECHNICS (COMBINE THE FUNC-
TIONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITU-
TIONS; VARY FROM STATE TO STATE), THE OPEN UNIVERSITY 
IN HAGEN (POLYTECHNIC) 
o SPECIALIST COLLEGES: A TYPE OF HJGHER EDUCATION IN-
STITUTION WITH PRACTICE-ORIENTATED TRAINING 
o 'DEPARTMENT' COLLEGES: ESTABLISHED BY THE FEDERAL 
ANn STAT( GOVERNMENTS FOR THE TRAINING OF PUBLIC 
SERVANTS BELONGING TO SPECIFIC SERVICES 
o'TECHNQLOGICAL ~OLLEGES('COLLEGES OF THEOLOGY 
o ART COLLEGESAND MUSIC ACADEMIES: COLLEGES OF 
ART AND MUSIC 
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PRACTICAL CONTACTS OF THE HIGHER EDUCArION I~STITUTION 
TUTOR, AFTER THE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS WERE 
CONSIDERED ONLY WITH ~ SUFFICIENT. AMClNT CF RE~Uq~E~ 
QUESTIONNAI RES 
1. l-Achen 
2. iI'y,..uti'l 
3. FU Ber' In 
4. TU Berlfn 
5. B1e' efel d 
6. 8och"" 
7. !!onn 
8. Sraur\5chwefg 
9. a "'emen 
iO. Cil~5thal-Zel1erfe'd 
:1. 0a.-mstadt 
12. :Jo"~."und 
13. Oiissel dorf 
14. Du' $ourg 
15. Er; an gen/Hü rnberg 
16. Essen 
17 .• r.nkfu.-t 
18. t.-elburg 
:9. ~leßen 
20. Göttfngen 
21. H.wnburg 
Z2. TU HI/nburg-Harburg 
23. Har.nover 
24. Hel dtl berg 
25. K.1sers'autern 
26. Karl sruhe 
27. Kaue' 
28. Klel 
29. Köln 
30. M.1nz 
31. M.rburg 
32. München 
33. TU Klnchen 
34. HS Bundeswehr Münthen 
35. Nüns ter 
36. p.derborn 
37. RegensbUrg 
38. Surbrücken 
39. Stegen 
40. Stuttgart 
41. Tübf ngen 
42. Ulm 
43. WUrzburg 
44. Wuppertal 
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T~E SET~ING-UP OF INSTITUTIONALISED ACADEMIC- A~D 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS IN THE UNIVERSITIES AND 
POLYTECHNICS IN WEST GERMANY 
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(STAND: APRIL 1987, SOURCE: PROWIS) 
.:) SECONDA.RY TR.t..tiSF~R 
REPRESENTA TIV 
• TRANSFER PLACES 1'1 [TH, 
TIME EMPLOYEE 
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ABB. 2 B: AREA OF ACHIEVEMENT OF THE TRANSFER SET-UP IN 
UNIYERSITIES AND POLYTECHNICS 
60 
50 
30 
20 
10 
(SUMMARY. STAND: APRIL 1987. SOURCE: PROWIS) 
NUMBER OF TRANSFER SET-UPS IN 
GERMAN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTI-
TUTIONS 
INFORMATrON TRANSFER (Cf): 
TRADE FAIR (M) : 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (TT) : 
PERSONAL TRANSFER (PT): 
BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS (UG): 
FURTHER EDUCATION (WB): 
PLANNI~G ACTIVITY 
.- - -r""'""!'!" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~ TOTAL OF EXAMINED TRANSFER PLACES: 50 
r--
IT M TT PT UG WB 
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36 (2) 
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ASPECJS, KHlClI ARE_WHH THE JOINT, "ORK' BETWEEN U'HVERSITY 
AND ECONO'UC BUSHtESSES~ TO BE TAKEN 'IITO CONSIDERATION 
IN WEST GERMANY THE UNIVERSITIES ENJOY A SPECIAL STATUS. 
THIS STATUS IS DETERMINED IN WEST GERMANY'S 'BASIC LAW'. 
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IN IT IS STATED 'FREEDOM OF RESEARCH AND TEACHING ' (ARTICLE 
5), I. E. THE UNIVERSITIES AND PROFESSORS ARE UNDER OBLl-
GATION ONLY TO SCIENCE AHD TEACHING AHD CAN, ACCORDINGLY, 
MAKE DECISIOHS AUTOHOMOUSLY ON THEIR RESEARCH THEMES. 
FOR THIS TO BE GUARANTEED, THE REGIONAL AUTHORITIES 
(/THE FEDERAL GOYERNMENT ' AND ITS 'LANDS') MUST SUPPLY 
THE MATERIAL AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES SO THAT THE INDE-
PENDENCE OF SCIENCE REMAINS GUARANTEED. 
FROM THE 16,4 THOUSAND MILLION DM THAT, IN 1986, WAS SPENT 
ON THE,GERMAN UNIVERSITIES' RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORK, 
~r0UND' 120 MILLION DM ~~ rRO~ T~E [CQNili~r 
IN THJS, RESPECT THE SHARE OF UNIVERSITY"RESEARCH AND DE~ 
YELOPME1H EXPENDHURIi WH I CH I S F I NANCED BV THE ECONO~Y.,. 
LIES AT AROUND ONLY 1,7 %. 
THE JQINT!WORK BETWEEN'UNIVERSITIES ANDECGNOMIC BUSINESSES 
CAN BASICAtCY '3E IMPLEMENTED IN 2 DIFFERENT ~ORMS. 
1. JOINT WORK IN FULL-TIME DUIIES: 
IHE RESPECTIVE PROFESSOR OR INSTITUTION CARRIES OUT THE 
PROJECT IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE AREA OF THEIR DUrIES. 
THE FOLLOWING ARE OF IMPORTANCE: 
o CONTRACl PAI\TNERS ARE THf fCDNO,., I C BUS I NESSES AND 
THE UNIVERSITY OR RESPECTIVE INSTITUTE. 
o THE RESPECTIVE. PROFESSOR HAS NO RlGHT TO A PERSONAL 
HONORARY. 
o THE PROJECT ~UST BE SHOWN TO THE HEAD OF THE COLLEGE 
(PRES I DENT L BUf- DOES NOT NEED TD BE APPROVED AND 
CAN BE WORKEB UN WITH THE UNIVERSITY'S RESOURCES. 
o THE PROJECT CONTENTS MUST BE BROUGHT INTO ACCORD 
WITH THE UNIVERSITY'S AREA OF RESPONSIBILITY. THAT 
MEANS, FOR EXAMPlE, DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPE THOUGH 
NQ GERIES PRODUCTION. 
o fHE jNCOME~ WJHCH, COMES' FROM THE UN I VERS I TY OUT OF 
SUCH CO..;OPERAT l.otL SiHlUlD I~ ALL CASESBE USED ONL Y 
AIR TtiE EMf1RGl1Hl {XP.HHl1J,~RE Cf:: .ii ... PERSONAL COSTS) 
EQUIPMENT> . 
~ITH ~ESEARtll .AJH) illNHOPME1U' (f)-:il PER Af ION 'BETWEEN UNl-
VERSIIY A*D ECONO~{ ~US[NESS. lf DOE~ ~OT .SELDOM HAPPE« 
THAT JECHNICAL DISCO\{~IES fOR E,XAMPLLWILL BE MADE. 
SOTHE QUESTi~N CANIBE pur WHO_(U~tVERSITY OR CLIENT) 
PROFITS FROM THIS? 
ON THIS MATTER THERE ARE LEGAL RULcS WHICH ARE DEFINED 
IN THE 'LAW ON INVENTIONS' FOR EMPLOYEES. 
THE LAW ON INVENTIONS FOR EMPLOYEES CONTROLS THE PROPERTy 
AND THE EXPLOITATION RIGHTS OF THE INVENTIONS (PATENT, 
REGISTERED DESIGN, TECHNICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT) 
FROM EMPLOYERS AND ALSO FROM OFFICIALS. 
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INVENTIONS OF THE COLLEGE TUTORS ARE PERMITTED AS FREE 
INVENTIONS AND T~E INVENTOR IS ENTITLED TO THEM, NOT THE 
COUNTRY (AND/OR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT). 
BUT THE EMfTLOYfR (UN [VERS ITY, STATE> CArf, AS FAR AS-
THE RESEARCH WORK GOES THROUGH WHICH THE INVENTION WAS 
MADE, USE SPECIAL MEANS TO CLAIM AN APPROPRIATE SHARE 
OF THE REVENUE OF THE INVENTOR. 
THE EMPLOYER'S SHARE OF THE EXPLOITATION OF THE COLLEGE 
TUTORS (PROFESSORS) INVENTIONS HAS, IN PRACT:CE, NO 
MEANING UP TO NOW. 
THE SITUATION IS DIFFERENT FOR COMPANIES WHERE PROPERTY 
BELONGS TO THE:(OMPANY IF IT WAS DEVElOPED IN ITS lABO-
~;,TJRIES AHD wn:.,. 1T5 RESOlHiCES. 
HOWEVER THE 'FREEDON.OF RESEARCH' AND THE ABOVE-MENTIONED 
(PROFESSOR'S) IlRI-VILEGE }S ONLY VALID FOR UNIVERSITIES 
<ECONOMIC COLLEGESi tlNH'ERSHIES, TEACHER TRAINING COLlf:-
GES) BUI NOT FM OHIER ESTABLISHMENTS! E. G. TECHN ICAl 
COLLEGES, NOR fOB OTHERIPERSONNEL AT UNIVERSITIES. 
ALSO INDEPENgENT RES~ARCH INSTITUTES, SUCH AS THE MAX-
PlANCK-SOCIETV, no NOT HAVE THE PklvlLtGt (MAX-PLANCK-
SOCIETY TAKES OUT THE PATENT AND THE INVENTOR GETS 30 1 
FROM THE LICENCE REVENUES). 
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2. JOINT WORK IN PART-TIME JOBS OUTSIDE QF HIS DUllES 
AS·A PROFESSOR; 
PROFESSORS CANB)lS [~ALLY FOU::OW rHROUG H CO-OPERATION 
PROJECTS wrT~ ECONOMIC BUSfNESSES IN PART-TIME JOBS. 
THROUGH THIS. UNAUTFIORIlEU PART-TIME JOSS CE. G. SCIENTfFfC 
JOBS ANa EXWfRI 3985 AND THOSE ~EQUI~}NG OFFICIAL APPReVAl 
CAN BE DISTINGUISHED. 
SCIENTIFIC PART-TIME JOBS AS SUCH. ,OR JOBS REQUIRING 
INDEPENDENT EXPERTISE NEED NO OFFICIAL APPROVAL. 
THEY ARE. HOWEVER. NOTIFIABLE. 
SCIENTIFIC PART-TIME JOBS OR JOBS WHICH ARE PRACTISED 
UNDER. aR WHIi USE OF fERSONNEL. FROM THE UNIVEftSITY ARE 
"E9UIREll TO AM'[ OFFH~lAl A?PIWVAC .. _4ND Ftljl-;-ltE ÜE~YDS. 
ON THE UNIVERSlry RESDURCES COMPENSATION HAS TO BE 
MADE. 
WITH fjRIS~ fHE PRDF.ESS~R MAS FO WAfeR HiAT TiHE. EXTENT 
OF HIS SECOND JOB BOESN'I DSfRÄCI ID~cr~ HIt NORMAL DurIES. 
IN IHr$' COffNECB!U}N A SI5C.OND ,JOB ltatJLD BE PERM"IITED IF THE 
TIME DENAtnS F'Q~ n ARE tiOT I'WR.lt JHAN 1 DAY,A WEEK. 
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KASSEL UNIVERSITY 
CITY OF KASSEL 
o C. 250.000 INHABITANTS 
o C. 1 MILLION IN THE CATCHMENT AREA 
o HEADQUARTERS OF THE COUNTRY'S SOCIAL AND WORKING LAW 
COURTS 
o CITY OF THE 'DOCUMENTA' - INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION FOR 
MODERN ART 
o A REMARKABLE FEATURE OF THE SURROUNDING AREA OF KASSEL 
IS ITS RICH, QU1TE MOUNTAINOUS, WOODLANDS 
o WELE-~NOWN ART EXHiBITiON 6F lHE OlD EUROPEAN MASTERS' 
o RICa IN ITS AMOUNI ~F a~STORICAL 'BUIlDING5 AND MONUME~rS, 
o DOMAIN OF'THE STORY-TELLERS 'BROTHERS GRIMM' 
c ECONomie PROBLEMS STR6GTURALLY WEAK REGION 
o UNEMPlOYMENT RATE C. 14 % 
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UNIVERsrfV ,(JKASSEL 
o FOUNDED 1971 
o 24 FACULTIES 
o 3 INTER-DISCIPLINARY WORKING GROUPS 
o 3 SCIENTIFIC CENTRES 
o A CONTACT PLACE FOR FURTHER SCIENTIC EDUCATION 
o OVER 10.000 STUDENTS - MAIN FOCUS - ENGINEERING -
NATURAL SCIENCES AND ECONOMICS 
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OIlum 
Technologie· und _ 45 -
Innovatlon.beratung 
Reasons f~r the Techno}ogy 
transfer 
Sc.lentiflc technolo9tc'alwork. engi,neering educat1on~ 
and techn~logy transfer through cooperatton between 
sClentists and industrv are traditlonal tasks of 
un1verslties. 
IndustrY--univer~1ty· ooLlaboration,therefore shOuld 
-not be OOfIstdered 1ilr:l 1nvention of our time. 
If we have been talk1ng more 1n the last flve years 
about the organized transfer of technology from 
universl Ues 
o new gr~ th8t lire tl1ter~teJj 1n acquirtng the 
technology J e. 9~ stnalJ and ~lU1Jl.slzed enterorIses 
flBW ltee~.ogy-Qfi«ltaM(itt:mt~ror1~s~ cOimlunl ty amt 
s.oc4al organ'iiZ..aHons,J pi1V4c groups, un10ns 
o-€OOtent-&~ f.g, a«;eDtance- Of technoloQV and Hs 
f:KN>Iseqwll4:~ :t~ology assessment 
Q ext-eot .e-6. 9 .lJlaI1flgemeJlt of fjreduct -end process 
Innovation 
Thl f)rg;arr;.~ ~ru~r5HIY 1I"~t:hnoh)gy transfer wi 11 beCOOte 
an 1)ftgiMtl \~~ ~H'11.c1i~t service iilf the Un1versÜ:y. 
I I BlaU von 
TECHNOLQßY AND INNOVATIONS CONSULTANCY (TIBl 
AlM: 
THE TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIONS CONSULTANCY rs A CENTRAL 
SERVICE AREA OF KASSEL UNIVERSITY. 
THE TASK OF THE TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIONS CONSULTANCY 
IS TO ~AKE ACCESSIBLE THE KNOW-HOW OF THE TECHNICAl 
AND NATURAL scrENCES, AND ALSO THE ECONOMICS AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCE fACULTIES, TO COMPANIES AND OTHER INTERESTED 
INSTITUTIONS BY USEFUL FORMS OF CO-OPERATION. 
THROUGH CO-OPERATION THE FOLLOWING AIMS ARE ACHIEVED: 
o SOLUTION OF SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PRACTICE AT THE 
UNIVERSITY 
oIMPlEMEATATl ON; OF UN I'/ERSITY RESEARCH lW TO THF NFW 
PRODUCTS AND PROCEDURES 
o SlM{llAT~DN OF fURTHER ANB COMMON RESEARCJI AND 
DEVELOPMENT. 
JHE JHCHNOLOGY AND iNNOVATIONS GONSUCTANCY '11AKES IT E~ffi' 
FOR AIHED fNTRY IN!Hl THE VARIOUS AREIlS OF TffE UNIVERS-JmY. 
THIS )S. IN PARTICULAR. AN ESSENTIAL SUPPORT FOR SMALl 
AND AVERAGE-SIZE COMPANIES. 
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Technologie- und - 41 
Forms o.f l.e~J.OQv transfer between ~411_nov_.t_lo_n._a,._r_at_u ... ....-_~ 
Unlvetslty ana lndustry 
Collaboratlon lletween ~ndustry and the luniversity aan oe 
structured 1n varinus ways: 
~l.l worklng tngcthcr on 
conmi ttees 
~1.2 sharlng information 
at scientlf1c 
conferences 
1. non-contractua 1 
cooperation ~1.3 joint sclentlfic 
publ1cations 
~1.4 informal contacts 
between reJjresenta-
tlves of Industry 
and unlversity 
cooperation 
industryl 
unlverstty 
~2.1 cQntracts ~lth an 
indiv1dual $c1entlst 
o part-time 
o tull-time 
2 -cont.r Jic.tc~! 2/2 contracts w1 th the 
coooeration tJ~lverslty 
~Z.3 contracts wlth the 
unlvers1ty and a 
thlrd party 
Oept. 1 
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Public Relations Dept. 
Dept. 2 
Student adll i 50 ry service 
Oep t. 3 
Contact place for sCientific further education 
Department 1 
Department 2 ~preSidentJ Facul ties t-- Inte r -disciplinary 
~esearch and Teaching 
1
01 Educatlonal Science Oep'artment 3 Humanities 
02 Primary, Teacner Scientific ~entres Technology a. Training, I, IT, Irr Innovations Polyteehnic, Con$U !tane}' Manpower Studies areas of s tudy 
/ 03 Psychology, Sports inter-disciplinary Studies Music I Chdllcl!llurJ I1 Vil.t!-rre~ldent 04 $oeial Philosophy worKing Group 05 Social Selences 
06 Applied Soeial ..... 
Sciences 
Admi n i 5 tra t il:m Centra.l ur ~conomi es 
Pers("·I\r..e.l Oeillt. instit'uHon 08 E.rv}1 i $h Lanqu!tge 
IDept. 1 po lytecr,f}-1c Literature, Romanee 
f'inance Oepart- computer Language a . 
. ment cent,re Literature 
Dept. 11 l.ibrac:y- 09 Ge!rman Language a. Law Oept. Li terature 
IOept. III 12 Arthi tecture Security 13 Town-planning. 
IDept. IV La~dscape plannlng Caretaker ~4 Ci~il .engineering IDept _ V 15 Mech':lnical Car Fleet en,gi neer; ng 
16 Elee tri ca 1 
engineering 
17 Ma thema t i es 
18 PhYSbCS 
19 Biol gy-Chemistry 
20 Agricul ture 
21 InternattonaT 
agriculture Stud;es 
22 Art 
23 Visual Commun;cation 
24 Product OesiQn 
Organisation of the Technology and Innovation Consultancy of the University. 
~~ theTecAA&1~ 
transfer 
Technologie- und Q 
Innov.tlontberatull - tl.7 -
M~Y firfQS,. e$P!eoiallY small and medlum-sized 
~ntr.(QnlSt',fi 'ß~ WlflJ Jor.:r~l!IO!v rapiO technjcal 
econantc ar,\d &QCiai ~geS Med help to s.olve 
tethn1cal und ~anantc problems. 
GrßWlm MUrmal and tßternatriolllal cOfl1)etl t10n 
45 ,f[lticjW lnßUs4:l"Y to devel1» new orad.ucts and 
send~" (~rE)d!Krt tumoVi8tJOO) 6fIId to 111l)rOVe the 
management JJnd technoio91cal process (process 
1nnovation) . 
In most of the small and medlum-slzed enterprlses 
there 1s Aß rasearth and development. Technology 
t'iin~~ lI$ a rilr:~at .. beip ·ün ,th6' process of innovation, 
I I Blan 
Datum 
Technology transfer tor who 1 
teahno!ogy transfer takes place between 
vartous partners: 
o between sc1entlflc Instltutlons 
(e.g. unlversitles) and lndu~y 
o between different enterpr,lse~ 
Technologi .. und 
Innov.tlonsber.tuno 
o between industrles in different countries 
In what follows I will be speaking only 
about~ooperation between unlvenslty~nd 
Industry. 
J 
I Blatt von 
• 
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Datum 
TecJ~109Y transfer in Kassel 
technologi .. und ! - 51 
Il'Inov8tlon'beratuni 
() GQURU.lHng CX)fIOBf!ffiQg thß Etstattl-Htl1lent of new technbtogy 
~l~ated en~erprlses 
In IJtO$t of 1Jhe .-ncmRital J'\a:t~~ 'ffi ~Ot>e the econornk 
sbtuat~ '-Ion ~t vear~ tras beeJl ~terlzed bVSIMU, 
ur ~Mefl s-t~gooqt arowttt and fß<Net 1t:ln Qf J{)bs ~ aspecl a 1 h 
in_ ~rr~t~aJ ~d~~~~lnri lherefor the 'universtty 
Will ~te new lOC~S' ll1 "Rewerrterprlse~ bv 
'J'" ~trlD~ ~ manag*"t1llftfk~ting and flnance 
- training programs 
- wfounders round tablen meetings 
- cooperation w1th the center for new technology-orientated 
~nterprlses in Kassel 
I I ~.tt von 
Tecftnolog1e- und - 52 
Innovltlonsberatuna 
lfcMAol~gy transfer 1n Kassel 
Ways and -lIIOOrfS ~f tgchnology transfer ~ 
o Technology trqnsfer 
In"1he tlrm:rtat SBnstf, 1äcmtujqgv trßfer n.eans tl1e lIiJ1aQe11lMt 
t)f etJOblfll'alltUn iJf;·oJ~ftt.u lfetwe-en enttmll' 1 ses .ana 6ctentl-stj 
Tht! can"take differ~t' IormsJ for eXamDle 
- researcn - ~earch cooperatlon 
- rase&ich under contraot - consuUJ.ng 
- development - studies 
- development under COrft,r,-act - analysis 
- l1cencing 
o Information transfer 
'{rtf~tlon ",l\ 8Rt ~sentMcU 1I'",sw :mateni-" for ma~ntain~'W{ 
c~!Itt},()it dll.our' .tot.ilttr.y ilndiWor ll(f' HilOa..We w(>rk 1n (1U'i&;lfifil.t 
areas. such as: 
- tRformatlon service 
- rese~h and data-banks 
- exhib1 tlons and falrs-
- ~entific meetings 
- cattHtJwe& of at'I stll.iEfIW:ilSl'S anet .tll$El1~utiQns offeri.n9 
.... s!lecl fit caerv.ices and :products 
Personal transfer 
'nfcrtaJtd!W tf~f (S·lÜWaV9/ UI1d to. ~le who trran#~r 
tMt iJ8rtnnUar. t<flOWtetNe lnto ~10Al. 1he best technca~'liY 
tiJf-srtsMr 1TS ttWra arre' 1M tlransf:el1 of pßOIlte. Tlle fOlI;Qwi4'l! 
means are used to achleve thlsr 
- work-study programs 
- exchange programs for scientists 
o.tum 
Techno}pgV transfer tn Kassel 
The IeOhnOl1l9Y and lmovatJfon aounsel UnQ Office 
of the umNttrcJtt.y of ~ssel C~r1ses four 
essential areas: 
T~hnolotl.· und 
Inrnwatlon&~.tun. 
v technology -transfer I 1. e. research I develoPlT!ent 
counselling studiesl analysis 
o information ~pansfer and education 
~. personal transfer 
o oounsel*A~g concer~'ng the establ1shment 
of new- ~Q-.l{)9y~fji:entated enterpr Ises 
I 
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Reas.cm. iQr the reOMtH-etY l",nov"lonsberatuno 
transfer 
Many fir.ms .. eSPectallY- small and medlum-sized 
:r.ntr.r:Dnl~' f'flrM, "'LW u,rr~AD-:l. V rap1d technilCal. 
econooti-c cafld lSOCiaj changes -need help to solve 
technlcal undeconomlc problems. 
Growlng mtJ(){lal and 'internatrional cQ®etltion 
ls forc~ j~US!~y to develQP new products and 
seJ.yl:ee~ {prodtlC-t tnnov.artrioo) Md to iß1)rove thE-
management an;d technolo~ucei process (process 
1 nnovati on) . 
In most of the small and medlum-slzed enterprlses 
there is no re~earch and deYel~nt, Technology 
transfer t~ a grea! neip In the pro~ess of innov.ation. 
Dtlllm I lB1a1l von 
Hypothesls of TechnoJogy transfer and In, 'ovatlon Consul tation 
to Management and Organisation through unlversltles 
Hypothesls 1: 
Traditionally Technology transfer and Innovation consultatlon 
has always been perceived as belng done in all Colleges and 
Unlversities in varlous forms and therefore it 1s noth1ng new 
- 55--
for them ~ what 1s entire.ly new is the recen: crpanisatlonal planned 
annroach. With thi5, Technology transfer does not remaln merely 
a connection between predominantly large enterprises and a few 
1nstitutes within successful Universitles, but rat her in the 
sphere of the partner within and also outside of the University 
will be consciously enlarged. The single, as weIl as economical 
effect of the Technology transfer Shall, in essence, be increased, 
Hypothesls 2: 
Under the Technology transfer the planned, time-llmlteo, volontary 
transfer of Teehnology fram one partner to another snould be 
under5tood. TechnoloQY transfer - linked with an Innovation Con-
sultancy - 1s therefore a means to an increase of the economical 
use of research and development. TechnoI09Y transfer can move 
ac ross the eha1n fram basic research, across applled researcrl to 
development and applied teehniques (vertical transfer) or on ~0 the 
level of one of the ehain links, i. e. wHhin the basic resedrcIl, 
applied research or development (horizontal transfer), 
Under TechnoloQY a11 material and Imnateria.1 types of produCts 
and technical procedures ought to be understood. Universlties 
are 1n the position to carry out TechnoloQY transfer in the above, 
complete way. 
Hypothesis 3: 
From tl1e University research, the resultlng publicatlOns serve, in 
the f1rst place, the selentific reputation of the author and are 
rarely useful, Immediately to work nS init1ators of Technolo~y 
transfers particularlv in a vertieal dlrection. Here an additional 
worklng 1n1tiative functlon 15 essential. 
Hypothes1s-Q: - 56 -
Technology transfer througn Unlversitles need - if an expansion 
1s des1red - as a rule during the complete transfer process 
much support from the technology glver as weIl as from the 
Technology user. An active control In the form of comblned problem 
solutlons 1s necessary. 1. e. the partners must be led together 
towards one alm. This applies, as weIl, if the transfer proceS$ 
is trlggered by the market-force, as weIl as by initIation 
through the Research and Development area. The foundlng of Con-
sultancy places as support for both partners of the transfer 
process has proved lts worth in the above-named sense. These 
Consultaney places enable the organisation of the Technolo9Y 
transfer and have astrang promotlonal functlon. 
Hypothes1s 5: 
TechnoloQY transfer presupposes 
- that the Technology giver 1s prepared and in the position to 
transmlt all material and immaterial aspects of the technology 
and 
- that the Technology user 1s able and prepared to manage the 
necessary edaptotlon proceee of the Technolooy tran5fp.r. So 
that the Unlversity Technology transfer 1s at 1ts optImum. 
the Consultancy place has to check, in the fIrst place, If 
the Technology Is urlpe u for the transfer, i. e. that It has 
the necessary level of development, and if the Technology 
user 1s able, from the basis of the outgolng development 
level. to use the results. Here It 1s necessary to check the 
- personal Qualificatlons and conseQuences 
- capltal provision 
- Dlsposal of technical and market 1nformat1on 
- Organised reQulrements 
f(lr the adoption process. Technology transfer leads therefore to 
an Innovation Consultancy. 
Hypothesis 6: 
Technology and Innovation Consultancy through Colleges and 
Un1versitles still have the following problems: 
- 80th partnes use different languages 
- Contact shyness of the enterprise with regard to the 
scient1fic area 
- Confilet shyness of the sclentist 
- NO Speclfic-sensitlzing for the special problems of small 
and middle-sized enterprises 
- different planning process 1n the Universlty and the 
Economy 
- Administrative hindrances in scient1fic departments 
- etc. 
Consultancy· places must know. 1n their function as moderators. 
these problems and reservat ions and should be in the position 
to bring thc PDrtncr~ into agreement. 
Hypathesls 7: 
Unlverslty Consultancy places have, bes1des the named function 
as moderators, a co-ordinator function. i. e .• to produce the 
reQuirements so that the Transfer process won't be hindered or 
made ,nore dlfficult by Irrelevant factors. ego administrative 
Obstacles. Good teamwork with the sclentiflc departments 1s 
reQulred. The Consultancy pIace must be co-ordlnated between 
sclentlst and adm1n1stratlon. 
Hvpothesis 8: 
Technology tranSfer ann Tnnovation consultancy should not be 
a one-wav street to the outside. i. e .• the Consultancy pIaces 
have an essential catalvst function. The exper1ences with the 
tranSfer process are to be Incorporated and constructlvely set 
UP in the sClentif1c area, This organlsed feed-back process 
helps to guarantee to meet the training demand and bulld up 
research areas of basic or future'1mportance. 
Hvpothesis 9: 
TeChnology transfer 1n particular from Unlvers1tIes 1n the 
peripheral fringe pos1t10ns. has to be seen as an element of 
active regional pollcy. This signlfieS that the Consultancy 
places in such Colleges and Unlversltles keep almed contact 
wlth the companles. admlnistrations and communitles in the 
reg1on. 
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Hypothesls 10: _ - SB -
TechnolOQY transfer has to be seen from responslb1e Unlversltles 
also as a structural and economlc pollcy instrument, This means 
that the maln fows 1s to talk to small and average-sized enter-
prlses. 'Thls reQulres an active instrument of support In the form 
of a Consultancy place, wh1ch iS,a1so ab1e to take over the 
complete proJect management 1n comblned problem solutions. 
B1g caJf)anles, or tOW"drds research--orientated 5mall 
and average-slzed busi~ess,University Technology transfer must 
also funct1Qn 1n the sellse of an "extended workbench", i. e, to 
contront the decls10n pröcess, se!f-research and foreign research. 
Hypothesls 11: 
Technolo~gy transfer and the supportlng Consultancy places have. ~o 
show the hlghest measure of flexibillty and werk 1n an innovative 
and stimulating way. Con5ultanty p~s whlchare "quiet" don I t 
tulfill their functlon. This demand must correspond to the Organi5ed 
constructlon~ 'A.narrow binding In the Unlverslty's organlsational 
structure, in the Research administratIon with It5 budgetary and 
personal rlghts restructions and other Iengthy, freQuentIy 
ppUtically domlnatil1Q, decls10n process of the Unlverslty,'·cripples 
tne 1n1tlatl~s a~d ehe worktng scope in the long run. A narrow, 
a11 toD strongß blndiog ln the Unlverslty departm~nt j'l1nc1ers the 
wade An organlsational tle to the umversity is abetter solution. 
Consultancy places should conseQuentlY be put under pressure 
because of the above mentloned organisatlonal 'regulations, through 
a flnancial mix 1n the form of basic flnancing and shares in the 
proJects. 
Hypothesis 12: 
Consultancy places for the Technology transfer and Innovation 
consultatlon should not remove themselves from the responsibil1ty 
at the completion cf proJects 1. e. a drawing back of a pure 
Nlntenmedlary function" doesn't fulfill the purpose. Consultancy 
places have to be prepared and 1n the position to bear project 
respons1bl11ty towards business as weIl as scientlsts. 
RKM! 
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THE RKW - A SYNOPSIS 
• Founded 1921 
• Registered, non-profit making organ 
• Employers, trade unions and state 
on the board of directors 
• 8 000 members 
firms, individuals and institutions 
• Close co-operation with chambers 
trade confederations and institutio~ 
• Co-operation with similar institutjOn~ 
• RKW-divisions in each German state 
• Headquarters in Eschborn near ~rank~l~ 
RATIONALISIERUNGS-KURATORIUM DER 
DEUTSCHEN WIRTSCHAFT E. V. 
- 62 . 
FIELD DF BUSINESS 
• CONSULTANCIES 
1 200 consultancies per year 
Co-operation with 150 industrial con-
sultants and consulting agencies 
• CONTINUING EDUCATION 
6 000 participants per year 
• INFORMATION 
450 topical publications per year 
• PROJECTS 
-G3-
The RKW is one of the largest organisations offe-
ring consultancy, continuin9 education and infor-
mation in conjunction. 
RKW 
RKW 
CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS -64-· 
• Within the framework of the program for the 
promotion of the economy of the state of Ba-
den-~ürttemberg the RKW has been commissioned 
to carry out consultancies in small and me-
dium-sized businesses, for example 
consultancies on general rationalization, 
consultancies on the setting up of busi-
nesses, 
consulting aid on export issues, 
formation of joint venture groups, 
consultancies on technology, 
support on environmental issues affecting 
companies. 
• The RKW Baden-Württemberg offers, in co-opera-
tion with the working committee of the Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, various consultancy 
programs for small and medium-sized compa-
nies. 
• There exists a close co-operation with the 
Fraunhofer Society, the Steinbeis Foundation 
as weIl as several universities. 
• In the area of consultancy the RKW works clo-
sely with the Landeskreditbank Baden-Württem-
berg. 
RKW 
CONSULTANCIES 
- GS -
PRINCIPALS 
• The company to be consulted is analysed exten-
sively concerning structure, development and 
competitiveness. 
• The primary and uppermost problems are locali-
sed. 
• Realistic, economical, appropriate and up-to-
date solutions are offered and realized. 
• Professional qualifikation, experience and 
personal suitability of the individual RKW ex-
pert are utilised for the diverse manifesta-
tions of the various entrepreneurial activi-
ties. 
CONSULTANCIES -66-
TYPES 
• GENERAL CONSULTANCY 
Critical analysis of the entire company in 
the areas of technology and commerce. 
Localisation of weak links and rational isa-
tion possibilities in 
areas. 
all operational 
Proposals for the removal of localised 
flaws. 
Drawing up of a rationalisation program in 
order of importance (step-by-step program). 
Assistance with the execution of the pro-
posed solutions. 
• SPECIALISED CONSULTANCY 
Concentration on one operational area. 
Effeets on neighbouring areas are taken in-
to consideration. 
RKW 
CONSULTANCIES -67-
TYPICAL CONSULTANCIES 
• Analysis: procedures and organisational struc-
tu res are recorded according to content and 
data volume. 
• Concept: aims are formulated, proposals are 
worked out, individual measures are planned. 
• Implematation: within the framework of a step-
for-step program in close co-operation with 
executives; training programs can be inte-
grated. 
• Further development: after a test phase the 
results are examined critically and, if neces-
sary, corrective measures implemented. 
RKW 
RKW 
CONSULTANCIES -G8 -
PROCEDURE 
company 
~ 
RKW 
~ 
visit of RKW-expert 
situation-description 
joint actual analysis 
supplying of literature 
internal or external 
seminars 
establishing contacts to 
ministries, authorities 
institutions, industrial 
confederations 
university institutions 
consultation by a free-lance 
industrial consultant selec-
ted by the RKW 
aim of consultancy 
demand on consultancy 
procedure 
duration and costs 
cons~ltancy support measures 
intermediate conferences 
co-ordinatIon of consul-
tancy 
training program, if 
necessary 
! 
presentation of results with 
the consultant 
! 
consu]tancy control 
CONSULTANCIES 
AREAS OF OPERATION 
• Management 
• Marketing 
• Organisation and data processing 
• Production and technology 
• Materials 
• Export 
• Technological science 
• Environment 
• Co-operation 
• Founding new companies 
• Technology-orientated founding 
of firms (TOU) 
RKW 
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TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING -70-
The task of the RKW technology consultancy is to 
support medium and small-sized companies in Ba-
den-Württemberg in 
• developing new or better products and manufac-
turing techniques, 
• successfully market introduction of innova-
tions 
with 
• independent judgement of technical development 
in regard to the situation of the company and 
the market, 
• advice for planning and introducing new markel 
orientated products to secure the future of 
the company, 
• problem orientated informations to invigorate 
the innovation potential, 
• advice for market introduction of innovations. 
RKW 
TECHNDLDGY CDNSULTING -71--
SUBJECTS DF CDNSULTANCY 
• Research (literature, licences, patents) 
new technology 
market trends 
• Search of ideas 
diversification 
new products 
• Solving of special problems 
providing of know-how 
consultation by experts 
• Organizational help 
financial capabilities 
management methods 
technology-management 
• Marketing 
sales possibilities and risks 
coming on the market with a new product 
sales organization 
TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING -72 
MAIN POINTS OF THE RKW TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING 
• Providing of know-how 
engaging experts from science, industry 
and administration 
• Financing 
public financing (application) 
venture capital 
• Marketing 
chance-/risk analysis 
market information/analysis 
market possibilities 
marketing coneeptions 
addition of teehnology to strategie 
planning 
realizing of eoneeptions 
• Controlling 
cost aeeounting 
calculation 
budget 
systems of information 
'RK'W 
RKW 
CUSTOMER PROFILE 
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• Medium-sized companies with up to 1 000 em-
ployees 
all branches of the manufacturing industry 
service industry 
transport industry 
• Public institutions 
CUSTOMERS -74-
• CONSULTANCIES ACCORDING TO BRANCHES OF 
INDUSTRY (1987) 
Manufacturing sector 
Service industry 
Building industry 
Retail, transport, other 
81 % 
B % 
6 % 
5 % 
• CONSULTANCIES ACCORDING TO DEPARTMENTS (1987) 
Management 39 % 
Finance and Accounts 24 % 
Sales and Marketing 11 % 
Office and Administration 10 % 
Technology and Manufacture 9 % 
Materials 5 % 
Personell and Labour 1 % 
RKW 
CUSTOMERS 
• 
RKW 
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CONSULTANCIES ACCOROING TO NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 
( 1987) 
1 - 19 56 % 
20 - 49 26 % 
50 - 199 16 % 
200 - 499 2 % 
> 500 1 % 
RKW 
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TERMS 
• Work done by RKW employees is free of charge. 
• Expenses are incurred only for the activities 
of a free-Iance consultancy special ist; a sub-
sidised consultancy costs DM 850 per day, ac-
cording to the following regulations: 
subsidy of DM 280 per day for firms with a 
turnover of up to DM 9 million, 
total possible subsidy of DM 7 500 up to 
1990, 
additional special programs for environment 
protection and co-operation consultancies, 
special additional pro9rams for Baden-
Württemberg. 
• For consultancies which are not subsidised by 
the state market prices are taken as a basis 
for fees. 
• RKW members receive consultancies at reduced 
fees. 
CONTINUING EOUCATION 
• EXTERNAL 
Seminars, workshops, courses, study groups 
Topics orientated to industrial management 
and technological organisation 
• INTERNAL 
Adapted to the individual needs of the 
company 
Specialised topics 
methods of management 
techniques of leadership 
value analysis 
sales 
• PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION 
CONSULTANCY 
Setting up and implementation of personnel 
development systems 
Development of continuing education con-
cepts 
Counselling on request 
INFORMATION -78-
• Evaluation of the important German-language 
literature from specialised publishing hauses. 
• Specific individual information in reply to 
",ritten, telephone or personal ·requests! 
• Publications 
"Wirtschaft & Produktivität" (Economy and 
productivity), monthly magazine of the na-
tion-wide RKW 
"Mitteilungen", monthly bulletin of the RKW 
Baden-Württemberg 
Books and leaflets from the RKW publishing 
hause 
Literature overviews on topical practical 
themes 
Magazine information service 
BENEFIT 
CO-OPERATION WITH RKW - HOW YOUR FIRM CAN BENEFIT 
CONSULTANCY - CONTINUING EOUCATION - INFORMATION 
are our specialised areas of operation. One is as 
important as the other. We can combine these 
areas of operation - for your benefit. That is 
our strength. The reQuirements of medium-sized 
companies are familiar to us from uncounted con-
sultancies and seminars. Dur aim ist the drawing 
up of practical and easy-to-realise solutions. 
• We are a neutal, objective'and'reliable part-
ner. 
• We help you problem and 
wi~h B clear definition cf the 
suggest workable solutions. 
• We have a thorough knowledge of the consultan-
cy market; that entails a minimised risk for 
you when choosing a consultant and conside-
rably shortens the selection process. 
• We can establish interesting contacts to other 
firms, authorities and institutions. We can 
arrange visits and help you to find co-opera-
tion partners. 
• With internal and external seminars we support 
your employee Qualification schemes. Dur spe-
cialised continuing education team can help 
you in all Questions of continuing education. 
• 
• 
We can supply 
information and 
publishing house. 
your experts with specialised 
publications from the RKW 
After the 
training 
there to 
program. 
completion of the consultancy or 
program Dur experts will still be 
help you in Dur consultaney control 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
BOARD CHAIRMAN: 
Richard G. Hirschmann 
VICE-CHAIRMEN: 
Dr. Siegfried Müller 
Dr. Dr. Horst Poller. 
BOARD MEMBERS: 
Eugen Dierolf 
Dr. Wolfram Freudenberg 
Director 
Reinhard Händel 
Rudolf Harzmann 
Herfried Heisler 
Managing Director 
Ernst Held 
President 
Dipl.-Vw. Peter Jucker 
Peter Kistner 
Managing Director 
Dr. Eberhard Leibing 
Dr. Klaus Mangold 
Dr. Mathias Manz 
Dr. Karl Reuß 
President 
Dipl.-Vw. Wolfgang Wolf 
Managing Director 
Industry 
Industry 
Publishing 
Industry 
Bank 
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Trade Unions (DGB) 
Industry 
Federation of 
Employers Associa-
tions in Baden-
lllürttemberg 
Chamber of Trade 
Konstanz 
Industry 
Association of 
Chambers of Commerce 
and Industry in 
Baden-Württemberg 
Ministry for the 
Economy. Small and 
Medium-sized Businesses 
and Technology 
Industry 
Trade Unions (DGB) 
Baden7Württemberg 
State Industrial 
Inspection Board 
AssociatiQn of Baden-
Württemberg Industry 
RKW 
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Consultancy Market 
---------------------------
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CONSULTANCY MARKET -82-
THE CONSULTANCY MARKET IN GERMANY 
• Consulting agencies active on an international 
scale (e.g. McKinsey, Boston Consulting Group, 
Booz-Allen & Hamilton) 
• Consulting agencies active on anational scale 
(e. g. Kienbaum, Baumgartner, Berger, Häfner) 
• Consulting agencies active on a regional scale 
• Individual consultants 
• Banks and their consulting agencies Ce. g. 
German Society for the Consulting of small and 
medium-sized Businesses, IKB Consult GmbH) 
• Central Trade Associations, Chambers of Trade 
(promoted institutionally) 
• Federation consulting departments 
IHK'n, BDI, BDS, BBE ... ) 
• RKW Consulting agency 
(DIHT, 
RKW 
TYPES OF CONSULTING AGENCIES -83-
• Intellectual "adventurers" 
(e. g. Arthur o. Little, Batteile Institute) 
procede scientifically 
develop far-reaching, fundamental solutions 
• Strategie navigators 
(e. g. Boston Consulting Group) 
offer a basis for decision for the future 
development of the company 
present the results in the form of 
impressive models 
• Management doctors 
(e. g. McKinsey & Company) 
analyse the company 
conduct feedback talks to identify the weak 
points 
• System architects 
(e. 9. Arthur Andersen, Booz-Allen & Hamiltonl 
the technicians among the consultants 
develop and install new management systems 
• Friendly co-pi lots 
(frequently ex-managers) 
function as advisers in difficult decision 
processes 
usually establish a long-term trust 
relationship with the entrepreneur 
RKW 
CH01CE OF CONSULTANT -84-
WHY IS THE CH01CE OF CONSULTANT D1FF1CULT? 
• A precise identification of the problems is 
often lacking. 
• Consultant/consultancy market 
lack of market transparency 
unfamiliarity of dealings with consultants 
unawareness of performance level 
insufficient insight into working methods 
no appreciation of fee structure - the 
choice of consultant is therefore 
more or less accidental 
frequently emotionally conditioned 
not always related to the concrete 
problem 
based repeatedly on recommendation 
• A consultancy is individual and geared to the 
needs of the company seeking advice; standard 
solutions are therefore in most cases unsuit-
able. References about similar ca ses are not 
applicable to the individual case. 
RKW 
PREREQUISITES FOR CONSULTAN1S -85 -
IMPORTANT PREREQUISITES FOR A GOOO CONSULTANT 
• Specialized knowledge 
• Specialized experience 
• Familiarity with branch of industry concerned 
• Methodological abilities 
• Negotiating ability 
• Power of persuasion 
• Objectivity, integrity, respectability 
• Practical experience in the realization of 
solutions, assertiveness 
RKW 
--%-
Co-operation with Consultants 
RKW 
REASONS rOR ENGAGING A CONSULTANT 
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• The problem to be solved cannot be clearly 
identified from within the company itself. 
• The problem to be solved has been fundamental 
ly identified but differences of opinion at 
managerial level prevent a solution. 
• The problem is so extensive that, because of 
the necessities of daily business, the manage-
ment has no time for a systematic solution. 
• The problem requires expert knowledge, specia-
lized abilities as weIl as extensive experien-
ce, which are not sufficiently available in 
the company. 
• Structuring and solving the problem require a 
degree of neutrality and lack of prejudice 
which is not present in the company. 
RKW 
PROBLEMS FOR COMPANIES -33 -
INCREASINGLY COMMON PROBLEMS FOR COMrANIES AND 
THEIR CAUSES 
• Growing market risks caused by shorter product 
life cycles. 
• Increased competition, especially from abroad 
• Increased dependency of companies on indivi-
dual customers because of concentration pro-
cesses. 
• Growing problems with customer solvency due to 
rising numbers of bankruptcies. 
• Increasing inflexibility of companies due to 
increasing fixed costs such as thoS8 arising 
from the regulations for the dismissal of 
employees and the increasing capital intensi-
ty. 
• Oramatically sinking own capital resources. 
RKW 
AREAS OF ANALYSIS 
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AREAS OF ANALYSIS FOR THE EVALUATION Of COMPANIES 
• Balance sheet 
• Market 
• Product 
• Technologies 
• Quality of management 
~ Future plannjng and prospects 
EVALUATION OF SUCCESS -90-
EVALUATION OF THE SUCCESS OF THE CONSULTANCY 
• Cost/effectivity relationship 
effectivity 
efficiency 
• Satisfaction of the company after consultancy 
• Realization of the suggestions 
RKW 
RKW 
RULES or THE GAME -91-
RULES OF THE GAME rOR CONSULTANTS ANO COMPANIES 
CONTRIBUTION or THE CONSULTANT 
• Definition of the problem 
• Far-reaching, fundamental analysis 
• Securing details 
• Striving for a universal solution 
• Demonstrating practicable methods 
• Suggesting alternatives 
• Proposing time schedule 
• Motivating employees 
• Informing about the conceptional background 
• Refraining from evalutaion of employees 
CONTRIBUTION ur THE MA~JACEMENT 
• Continuous co-operation 
• Being open to everything 
• Checking hypotheses and details 
• Keeping the whole company in mind 
• Being ready to make decisions 
• Keeping the aim in mind 
• Defending the consultancy internally 
RKW 
SUMMARY -92-
• Consultants remain - whatever role they play -
the advisers and partners of the companies. 
They and their analyses and reports are seldom 
met with enthusiasm. 
• The large burden of time to be invested, up to 
the level of the board of directors, which is 
entailed by the employment of a consultant 
must be recognized and accepted from the out-
set. 
• For consultants the "tough client" is prefe-
rable to the deferential customer consul-
tants have good nerves and can cope with oppo-
sition and contradiction. 
RKW 
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Public Support Programs 
-94-
STATE-SU8SIDISED CONSULTANCIES IN THE FEDERAL RE-
8U8LIC OF GERMANY 
"8y recognising the maxim of help for beeing able 
to help yourself, parts of the costs created by 
consultancies are taken over by the state. Mana-
gement consulting is an important instrument to 
increase the productivity and the competitiveness 
of small and medium-sized business." 
• Institutional promoting 
advisory body for craftsmanship(Zentral-
verband des Handwerks/Handwerkskammern). 
• Promotion of projects 
RKW 
Mainly the industriy, but also other bran-
ches of trade, receive consultation (to a 
small amount subsidies for personnel expen-
ses are still being granted). 
Free-lance program 
All commercial branches are beeing consul-
ted (through following organisations: Cham-
bers of Industry and Commerce, DIHT, 801, 
80S, 88G, 88E, Interhoga, DRV). 
RKW 
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MAXIMUM TURNOVER TO RECEIVE STATE-SUBSIDISED GENERAL 
CONSULTANCY AND PERCEN1AGE OF COMPANJES BELOW THIS MA-
XIMUM ACCORDING TO BRANCHES OF TRADE 
branch of trade maximum turnouer 
up to ... million DM 
industry, 
craftsmenship 9,0 
wholesale/ 
foreign trade 13,0 
corrruercial 
agents 1,0 
reta i 1 4,5 
transport industry 
(except trauel 
agencies) 3,5 
travel agencies 2,0 
catering trade 2,0 
relT&ainjng service 
incJuo,tries 2,0 
percentage 
of companies 
below this 
maximum 
96,2 
91,6 
94,2 
97,0 
99,3 
94,2 
99,2 
95,6 
total 95,8 
Source: Bundesanzeiger, Richtlinien über die Förderung 
von Unternehmensberatungen für kleine und 
mittlere Unternehmen vom 06.12.1984; Statisti-
sches Bundesamt, Umsatzsteuerstatistik 1984 as 
weIl as estimates of the Ifo-Institut. 
lXTLNl ur Gllf\NlIll (;O\/llmMINIf\l !;IIlISWHS FOH MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION *) 
year HKW 
1~lHO 3,0 
1901 2,li 
19H2 3,0 
1903 3,U 
19U4 3,U 
19115 3,l, 
19B6 2,6 
l~mO - 1986 20,G 
% in 1980 0,5 
';t in 1986 7,1 
IN 1111 YII\W; nmM 19HO TO 1986 
f\CC(JHIlINf; 10 I'IHI(;HI\M~; UI prmMOTION IN MILLION DM 
free- lance prugram 
tolal amonq lhi!; fo[" 
era fl!.manshi p 
1/1, :~ J,] 
17, "I :~, j 
n,~) J ,~.) 
71,1 j, ~I 
"~;,> , (J 1U,G 
2 /1,n j ~~) 
1"1,/1 11 ,~ 
1 ~)/I , ~I "~;,>, :~ 
51,11 ~l, :5 
IIB ,~l 11 ,!:) 
craftsmanship 
own consulting 
organisation 
1/',0 
14,8 
14,8 
15,2 
15,7 
16,3 
16,0 
106,0 
39,7 
l,l"O 
own consulting 
organisation and 
promotion of 
craftsmanship 
out of free-Iance 
program 
17,3 
18,1 
18,3 
37,4 
26,3 
19,8 
20,2 
157,4 
49,0 
55,5 
total 
35,3 
35,1 
35,3 
1~5,3 
50,7 
44,2 
36,4 
282,3 
100 
100 
*) General consullinq, cOIl~"IIt.ilt.i(J1l fnr t.he inceplion of an enterprise and consultation 
for securinq lhf' l!xi!,I.PIlU· .,1' an 1'111.'·l"pri~;I?" 
Source: Bundesminisler"ium f\lr" IJli rl!,chaft, Bundesamt für gewerbl iche Wirtschaft. 
I 
\.D 
0'\ 
I JJ 
" :e 
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EXPERIENCES WITH THE SUBSIDY DF CONSULTANCIES 
• Primary consultation 
Without government grants 80 % of the con-
sultaneies would not have taken place. 
• Following consultation 
Generally the consultations continue 
without any subsidies. 
• Consultancies that are taken along with the 
reason of being state-subsidised. 
• Indirect promotion of advisory boards. 
RKW 
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Vugoslav - German Seminar on Innovation Advisory Centres 
Plitvice, September 5 - 7, 1988 
Presentation by: 
Michael Mayer 
Fraunhofer Institut für Systemtechnik 
und Innovationsforschung 
Breslauer Straße 48 
D - 7500 Karlsruhe 1 
Firm Foundatlons 
Branches 01 New Firms In 
Northrlne Westfalia 1984 
Chemlcal Industry 
Rubber and Plastics 
Non-Metallic Mineral 
Metal Manulacturlng 
Metal Goods, Engineering, 
Vehlcles 
Electrlcal and Electronlc 
Engineering 
Wooden Furnlture and 
Manulacture 01 Paper 
Products 
Textile Industry 
Food, Drink, Tobacco 
Firm Foundatlons 
New Flrms wlth own R&D 
(Esllmallons based on publlc 
programmes) 
186 
365 
421 
1,417 
2,075 
1,889 
1,749 
1,348 
1,482 
2.3 
o about 300 new flrms every year 
wlth own R&D 
o about 50 per cent wlth R&D 
expenses greater 200,000 DM 
o aboul 25 per cenl wlth contlnued 
R&D over at least 5 years 
Experimental Programme 
Support 01 High Technology 
Based New Flrms (HTBNF) 
Alms 01 the Programme 
3.1 
o Create an atmosphere encouraglng 
founders of HTBNF 
o Elaborate and test Instruments 
for effecllve management 
asslstance 
o Slimulale banks and venlure 
capltal companles 10 Invest In 
early stages of HTBNF 
o Learn aboul the neede of growlng 
HTBNF 
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3.2 
Experimental Programme HTBNF 
Flnanclal Support 
Three Stages 
Stage I 
• Subsldy lor costs 01 external 
expertise 
Stage 11 
• Subsldy for costs for the 
developmenl of a producl 
Stage 111 
• Guaranly for a bank loan 10 
flnance expenses lor preparatlon 
of productIon and marketing 
3.3 
Experimental Programme HTBNF 
Promollonal Approaches: 
Benellclarles and consultancy 
Regional Approach 
o Firm founders In alx selected 
regions 
o Regional Technology Advlsory 
Agency (TAA) 
Technology Approach 
o Foundera of Ilrms deallng wlth 
mlcroelectronlcs or blolechnology 
o Inslltullons In charge 01 Federal 
Government Programmes on these 
technologles 
Innovallon Centre Approach 
o Firm founders In 14 selected 
Innovation cenlres 
o Management 01 Ihe cenlres 
Venture Capltal Approach 
o Firm founders wlth partlclpatlon 
01 a Venture Capltal company 
o Venture managemenlleam 
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Yugoslav - German Seminar on Innovation Advisory Centres 
Plitvice, September 5 - 7, 1988 
Gerhard Bräunling 
Fraunhofer Institut für Systemtechnik 
und Innovationsforschung 
Breslauer Straße 48 
D - 7500 Karlsruhe 1 
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
APPROACH STARTING POINT AND SUPPORT OF 
COMMERCIAUZATION 
LARGE SCALE RE- R & 0 CONTRACTS 
BIG SCIENCE SEARCH INSTITUT IONS SECONDARY EXPLOITATION 
MAJOR INDUSTRY OF INVENTIONS 
INOUSTRY, CONTRACT R & D CONTRACTS 
KEY TECHNOLOGIES EXPLOITATION 
RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS OF INVENTIONS 
STAFF TRANSFER 
DIFFUSION INFRASTRUCTURE ADVISORY SERVICES 
RATIONAUZATION SME EXPLOITATION OF 
INVENTIONS 
NEW INDUSTRIES NEW ANO YOUNG 
INCUBATOR UNITS 
RISK CAPITAL 
TECHNOLOGY BASED FIRMS CONSULTANCY 
NATURAL TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE 
AND TECHNOLOGY SY SOURCES OF 
KNOWLEDGE AND KNOW - HOW 
- PUBLICATION AND COMMUNICATION OF 
SCIENTISTS (RESEARCH, INDUSTRY ) 
- FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS 
- INFORMATION FROM RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENTS 
- CONTRACT R & D 
- CONTINUED EOUCATION 
- STAFF TRANSFER 
- SPIN - OFF FIRMS 
- LlCENCES 
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AIMS OF PILOT PROJECTS 
o horizontal technology transfer 
o vertical technology transfer 
o innovation awareness 
o consultancy instruments 
o new services 
o information on innovation 
A SHELL MODEL OF PUBLIC R&D PROMarION 
flrd. DI~ 
CORE ßASIC KNOIiLßDGß . DßPARl'M ENr AL 
18.6 TASKS 
5% 
1st LARGß SCALE TECHNOLOGIßS 
10% 2nd KßY TECHNOLOGIES 
3rd LIFE ANIJ EtlVIROi'MEt'Ir 
12% 
4th INNOVATION 
27% 
2 3 4 
1970 1975 1900 
NATURAL TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE 
AND TECHNOLOGY BY INTERMEDIARIES 
- SCIENTIFIC / TECHNOLOGICAL AS-
SOCIATIONS (VDI. TECHNICAL 
ACADEMIES. etc.) 
- TRADE ASSOCIATIONS 
- PRODUCTION-ORIENTED SERVICE 
INDUSTRIES (ENGINEERING FIRMS. 
SOFTWARE HOUSES) 
- COMMERCIAL INTERMEDIARIES 
( LlCENSE & INFORMATION BROKERS. 
BUSINESS CONSULTANTS) 
- PUBLIC AND SEMI-GOVERNMEN-
TAL LIAISON OFFICES AND AD-
VISORY UNITS ( REGIONAL DEVEL-
OPMENT CENTERS. etc.) 
ROLEOF ISI 
EJ -consultation <OIIIf-- - ·progress re:;:rorts· public pO~lcies BMFT - monitorina rrf l 
O - ""change of o experience.s 
o 0 0 111 - back-up serdees 
0" 0 managerial taals o assessme!1t of 
Innovction 
Consult::ncy 
Offices 
proje~ts 
- trainino and aualifica-
tion of- consuitants 
monitoring and assessing 
ISI 
innovation 
conSüt 1 ancy 
m2.tters 
o efficie.'1cy and effectiveness 
of consultancy servic~ 
o development of innovation 
S M E infrastrueture 
0000/ 
0000 
0000 
innovation 
i nfr astructur 
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MAIN RESULTS 
- main clients: small firms 
- awareness and motivation creation 
facilitates acceptance of consultancy 
_ technological and commercial problems 
interlinked 
- best practise 
not: most recent research results 
- local and regional network 
- new services by existing organizations 
Cooperation models 
o vertical 
o horizontal 
o functional 
o public I private 
o general ist I specialist 
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STAFF 
RE~UIREHENTS 
RE?RESENTATIVE 
OF SPONSOR OR 
?ROBL.E!1 
LDENTIFICATION 
BY REIJUESTI NG 
FIRH 
?ROBlE.'1 
SOLUTION 
BY EXTERNAl 
SPECIALlSTS 
COtffACT POINT STAFF l1E:ABE~ 
ON GOOO TEims 
W[TH SliEs 
ADVISQRY 
UNI. 
INFORHATION 
BROKE~ 
CONSULTA.NC'f 
CE~ITE~ 
TAAlISFEiI:-
CEXTE~ 
DE?o!OHSTRATICN 
CEIITER. 
TECHfIOLOG-( 
CE::TE:~ 
AT L~AST 2 STAFF JOINTLY SY FIR:.t '-1AINLY E<TE;lNAL 
:-IE:~.Bns WITH AHD .wVISORY SPECIALISTS; 
TE-:?-iIHC'\L UIl[T _:\OVISORY UNIT In 
TRAINING 
AT L.;'.'~ST 2 STAF? 3'1' RE:}UE5TINCi 
:-iE-!SBS \itTH 
TE-::-mICAL 
FJ;li! 
AT l=:AST 2 STAFF MAINLY BY 
ME:'.EERS WlTH CONSULTAlICY 
TE:::HIlC .. ~L.lsctEN- CE~I~R 
TIFIC KNOW-HOW 
3 ST.:fF "EH8ERS 
WITH TECHIHC,\L 
JOHITtY 8Y FIRM 
ArID lRAHSFER 
Kt:OCJOlEüLGE CE.'iTB 
ROl=' OF CATAL'!ST 
DATABANK SEARC:i 
IN COOPE~ATION 
WlT!i P.E!J.UESTIIIG. 
FiRM 
CONSULTANCY 
CENTE~ •• \D HOC 
SUPPORT BY SPEC IA-
L1STS, -BEST PRAC-
TlCE n 
ClFTE"N: 
STPfF TRANSFi:R 
SPECIALlSiS ASSES9DT OF TECHNOLCGICALLY ANO 
C011HE:1CIALLY VIABLE OPTIONS 
S?:::-:IALISTS TECHIIOLOGY 
CE!ITE;:!: 
BEST TECHNOLOG I CAL 
SOL!JTION 
- rashi?nable 1. 
service "I 
- (unrair) 
campelilion 
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CONFLICTS IN ORGANIZED Tl ? 
1. A MARGINAL Tl-AGENT IN A BIG ORGANIZATION 
2. A CAREER PLAN FOR A Tl-AGENT ? 
3. DIFFERENT ROLE EXPECTATIONS BY THE REQUESTING FIRM? 
4. MEiJIATOR BET!lEEN FIR'l AHD RESEARCH ER ? 
5. EXPANSION IN TARGET GROUP AND SERVICES TO ENSURE FUTURE 
OF Tl AGENCY ? 
6. SERV I CE D I FFERENTI ON OR 
PERFORflAtKE COMPETITION OR 
PRICE COMPETITION ? 
7. DISTORTION OF COflPETITION BY PUBLIC FUNDING ? 
A CONSUlTANTS AT POLYTECHNICS X nmOV.-CONSULTANT AT Rk\i DR 
ltlDUSTRY ASSOCIATlOn 
• UtIlVERSITY LIAISON OFFICE lZl HINOV.-CONSULTANT AT RE'310NAL 
DEVELOPHEHT AGENCY 
• NUCLEAR RES. LAB. TI-OFFICE (8J OFFICE OF -STArE" COHHISSIDHER 
FOR TI 
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NON -PRIFIT INNOVATION AOVISORY SERVICES 
IN BAOEN-WORITEHBERG 
TYPE ORGAHIZATION NUMBER PROFESSIONALS 
CONTACT POINTS FHS-STEINBEIS 16 30 - 70 
CONTACT POINTS AHD ADVISORY UNITS IHK 12 
CONTACT POINTS AHD AOVISORY UNITS· HK 19 19 
CONTACT POINTS AHO AOVISORY UNITS GZT 12 
CONTACT POINTS (LIAISON) UNI 
LIAISON AND AOVISORY UNITS GFE 12 
CONSULTAHCY CENTERS RKW/WVIB 
TECHNOLOGY CENTERS FHG 10 
TECHNOLOGY CENTERS UNI 15 
TRANSFER CENTERS STEINBElS 60 70 (200) 
AOV ISORY UNITS WIFU 10 
AOVISORY UNITS HBG U.A. 
APPR. 150 200 - 300 
Bilateral Seminars of the International Bureau 
KERNFORSCHUNGSANLAGE JÜLICH GMBH 
Joint German-Indonesian Seminar on 
R & 0 Activities using the MPR-30 
Jakarta, August 19-21, 1985 
GERMAN-INOONESIAN COOPEAATION 
ISBN 3-89336-011-5 
Joint German-Indonesian seminar on 
Public Acceptance, Waste.Management, and Nuclear Safety 
Jakarta, October 7-9, 1986 
GERMAN-INOONESIAN COOPERATION 
ISBN 3-89336-012-3 
VllIth German-Yugoslav Meeting on Materials Science and Oevelopment 
Ceramies and Metals 
edited by Orago Kolar, Marija Kosec and Johanna Krawczynski 
Brdo pri Kranju, May 18-21, 1987 
GERMAN-YUGOSLAV COOPERATION 
ISBN 3-89336-001-8 
Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop 
on Two-Phase Flow Predictions 
edited by M. Sommerfeld and H. Zeisel 
Erlangen, October 21-23, 1987 
GERMAN-YUGOSLAV COOPERATION 
ISBN 3-89336-002-6 
lInd Workshop on Process Automation 
Oarmstadt, November 2-6, 1987 
GERMAN-YUGOSLAV COOPERATION 
ISBN 3-89336-003-4 



